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1. In the past, varicus segments
age static electricity can impose

2 nay 1980

FOS.SWXII

of industry have become avsre of the dau-

on metal oxide .eemlconduc tors (MOS ) as

evidenced by low production yields. Sensitivity of other parts to electro-

static discharge (ESD) has more recently become evident through use, testing,
and failure analysis. Trenda in technology are tmvards greeter complexity.
increased packaging dsnaity and hence thinner dielectric between active

elements which results in parta becoming even more sensitive to ESD. me
cmnat ruc t ion and dee &n f estures of current micro technology have resulted

fn parta thich can be destrmyed or damaged by ESD voltages as low as 20
volts.

2. Various electrical and electrmoic parta which have been determined to
be sensitive to electrostatic voltage levels commn ly generated by produc-
t ion, test, operation, and metitensnce personnel fnclude: microelectronic
aud semiconductor devices; thick and thin film resistors, chips and hybrid

devices; and piezoelectric crystals. Additionally, all subassemblies, ‘
assemblies and equip~nt contslntig these parts not hsvfng adequate protek-

tive circuitry are also ESD sensitive (ESDS). Materials which are prime
generators of electrostatic voltages fmclude coumon plaetica such as poly -
ethy-lene, vfnyls, f osm, polyurethane, synthetic textiles, f fherglaas. glass,
rubber, and numerous other c~nly used materials. Actions which csuse
these and other ~terisls to generate electrostatic voltages are the S1 lding,

rubbing or separation of =terials. Such movements can frequently result
in electrostatic voltages of 15,000 volts.

3. Protection of electrical and electrmoic ESDS parta, aasenblie.s and equip-
ment, collectively referred to herein as items, can be provided through the
implementation of lnw cost ESD controls, msny of which have been used in the

ordnance industry for decades. However, mverall lqlementst ion of ESD con-
trols is not uniform and is not being instituted at a satisfactory rate.
Lack of Implementation of controls has resulted in high repair costs, ex-
cessive equipment downtime, and has reduced mission effectiveness becsuae

susceptfile parts are being dsmeged during processing, assembly, inspection,
handling, packaging, shipping, storage, stmwsge, testing, installation and
maintenance -- throughout the equipment life cycle, both at the manufac-
turer’s and the user’s facility.

4. The effects of ESD on electrical and electronic items are not generally
recognized because they are often ~sked by resamms such as: (1) failures
due to ESD are often analyzed as befng csuaed by electrical overstress due

to transients other than static; (2) failures csuaed by ESD are often in-
“correetl~ categorized as random, unknobn, infant mortality, manufacturing

defect, or other, due to improper depth of failure analysis; (3) few failure
analysis laboratories are equipped with scanning electron microscopes or
other equipment and technology required to trace failures to ESD; (4) some

programs and projects are accepting high operational failure rates as
no-l and simply ~rocurfng more spares instead of recognizing and solving

the basic ESD problem; (5) belief of peraonmel that atstic controls are
neceassry for only MIX at the part manufacturer ‘a site and for hsndIlng of
ordnance; (6) belief by many people that an SSDS part “protected” by a

(
diode, resiatlve network or other protective part “tecfin~ques”” is non-ESDS;

(i’) static discharge failures do not always occur immediately followfng expo-

sure, but may result in latent defects.
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1. SCOPE . This handbook. provides guldsnce t or develop Ing, fi-

“P plementing. and monitoring el~nts Of an ESD c~tr?l PrOgram ~clud~g:
identification of causes and effects of ESD on electrical and electronic
parta, assemblies and equipment; development of ESD control program con-

trols; selection and application considerations for ESD protective materials

and equipment; design and construction of ESD protected areas and grounded
work benches; the preparation of ESD opera t iw, handl ~l! Y Packsging and

msrkfmg procedures; development of BED personnel tra Ining programs; and
certification of ESD protected areas and grmunded work benches.

2. KRFERmcm DocumNTs

2.1 Iaaues of documents, The follmving docuawnts of the issue in

effect on date of fnvitatinn for bids or request for proposal form a part
of this handbook to the extent apecfiied herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

/-

c-

PPP-C-1842

MILITARY

MIL-M-3851O

MIL-B-S1705

nsL-P-81997

MIL-P-S2646

MIL-B-S2647

STANDARDS

FEOERAL

FED-STO-1O1

MILITAKY

MIL-STO-129

UIL-STD-454

MIL-STD-701

Cushioning Material, Plastic, Open Cell

(for Packagtig Application)

Microcircuits, General Specifirstions for

8arrier Materfals, Flexible, Electrostatic-
free, Hat Sealable

Pouches, Cush@med, Flexible, Electroatatic-
free, Recloseable, Transparent

Plastic Film, Conductive, Heat Sealable,
Flexible

Bags, Conductive Plastic. Heat Sealable,

Flexible

Federal Teat Method Standard

Uarkf.ng for Shipment and Storage

Standard, General Requlrementa for Electronic

Equipment

Lists of S tandsrd Semicmn&ctor Devices

1

——
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STANDARDS

MILITARY (Continued)

DOD- STD-1686 Electrostatic Discharge Control Program for
Protection of Electrical and Electronic

Parts, Assemblies, and Equipment (Excluding

Electrically-Initiated Sxplosive Devices)

(Copies o, specif icat ions, standards, drawings and publ ir.ations required
by contractors in connection with specific procurements snouid be ob ta tied

from the acquiring activity or as directed by the contracting officer) .

.

2.2 Other publications. The following documants form a part of
this handbook to the extent epecif ied herein.

the issue in effect on date of invitation for

shall apply .

Unless otherwise indicated,

bids or request for proposal

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

Regulations, OccupationalCFR, Title 29, Code of Federal
Part 1900 to 1919, Safety and Heal th Admd.nistra t ion,
Chapter XVII Department of Labor

AMERICANSOCIETY OF TN8T2NG AND UATER2ALS

ASTN D257 D-C Rae Istance or Conductance of Ineula t fng
Materiale

ADTN D991 Volume Res~stivity of Electrically Conductive
and Antistatic Elastomers

(Application for cOpies should be addreased to the American Socisty for
Testing and Naterials, 1916 Mce Street, Phi.ladelphle, Pennsylvania 19103 ),,

3. DEFINITIONS. The following def kit ins apply. Definitions

in referenced documents apply to the extent they ao not conflict with
definitions provided herein.

3.1 Anti-static material. P,SD protective material having a sur-
face resistivity greater than 109 but not greater than 101. b ohms per square.

3.2 Conductive material. E8D protective msteriel havfng a sur-
face resfstivity of 10s ohms per square msxlxwn.

3.3 Decay time. The t- for a static charge to be reduced to

a given Percent of the charge’s peak voltage.

3.4 Electrical and electronic part. A part such as a microcir-
cuit, discrete semiconductor, resistor, tspacitor, thick or thin film
device, or pi.ezoelectric crystal.

I 2
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Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) . A t.’ansfer of electrostatic

(- ‘-” “ 3“5

charge between bodies at different electrostatic potentials caused by direct

contact or induced by an electrostatic field.

3.6 ESD protective =terisl. Material capable of one or more of

the following: limiting the generation of static electricity, rapidly dissi-

pating electrostatic charges over ita surface or volume, or providing
shielding from ESD spark discharge or electrostatic fields. ESD protec-

tive materials are classified in accordance with their surface resiativity
(or alternate conductivity) as conductive, static diaaipative or anti-
static.

3.7 ESD protective packegln&. Packaging with ESD protective nm ter-

Ials to prevent ESD damage to E.SDS items.

3.8 ESD aensltlve (ESDS) items. Electrical and electronic parta,

aaaembliea and eauirxnent that are sensitive to ESD voltages of 15,000’
volts or leaa ss “de~enui.ned by the teat circuit of figure 1. ESDS items

are classified as:

—._ ,
,..

=..

\ ““’

a. Claas 1: Those aenaitive to voltages of 1,000 volts or

less;

b. Class 2: Those sensitive to voltages greater than 1,000

volts but leaa than or equal to 4,000 volts;

c. Class 3: Those sensitive to voltages greater than 4,000

volts but laaa than or equal to 15,000 volts.

3.9 Electrostatic field. A voltage gradient between an electro-
stat ically charged surface and another surface of a different elect ros ta t Ic
potential.

3.10 Ground. A ULSSS such as earth, a ship or vehicle hull, capable
of supplying or accepting large electrical charge.

3.11 Hard ground. A connection to ground either directly or through
a 10V impedance.

3.12 Handled or handl~. Actions in which items are hand manipu-
lated or machine processed during actions such as inapectiona, manufacturing,
aeaambling, procesatig, testing, repairing, reworking, mi.ntainlng, in-

stalling, transporting, failure enelyais, vrappl.ng, packaging, marking or

labellng.

3.13 Insulative miterial. Material having ewrface resietivitics
greater than 101* ohms per equsre.

3.14 Protected ares. An ares which ia constructed and equipped
with the neceaeary E8D proactive msteriela and equipment to 1 bit ESD
voltage

3.15
prevsnt

below the- sensitivity level of ESDS ite~ handled therein.

Protective handling. Hsndl fig of ESDS items In a -nner to
damage from ESD.

3
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3.16 Soft grouna. A connection to ground through an Ix.?edance
sufficiently high to limit current flow to safe levels for personnel (nor- ‘)

mslly 5 milliamperes) . Impedance needed for a soft ground Is dependent
upen the voltage levels vhich could be contacted by personnel near the

ground.

3.17 Static dissipative traterisl~. ESD protective msterlals having
eurface resistivittia grester than 10S but not greeter thsn 10g oh-” per

square.

3.18 Surface reeistivity (Ps) . The eurface resiscivity is 2 in-
verse measure of the conductivity of a msterisl and equsl to the ratio of
the potanttil gradient to the current per unit width of the surface, vhere
the potentisl gradient is meaaured h the direcrion of current flow in the
material.

(Note: Surface reaiativity of a msterial is numerically ..’
equal to the surface reeiatsnce between two elec trodea
forming opposite sides of a equare. The ai~< of the

square la knaterisl. Surf ace reaiat ivity appl iec t.
both surf ace and volume conduct ive ~terisls and has

the value of ohms per aqua re) .

3.19 Volume resist ivit y (Pv). The voluma resist ivity is an inverse “--
measure of the conductivity of a material and is equal to the ratio of
the potential gradient to the current denaitv. where the potential gradient “
ia ~aured h the direction of current flow” ~ the” matertil.

(Note: In the metric eyetem, volume reaistivity of
an electrical Insulating msteri.al im ohm-cm is numer-

ically equal to the volume resistance h ohms between

OPPOsite faces of a lcm cube of the mtertil. volume
resiativity In WB haa a value of 0.01 the value

in Q-cm) .

CAUSES AND EFFSC?S OF STATIC ELEvC1’ItICITY

Nature of static electricity. Static electricity is elec-

trical Charge at rest. The electrical char~e is due to the transfer of—-–————— -–
electrons within a body (polarization) or from one body to another (con-

ductive charging). The tranaf er nccurs due to interaction of charged
bedies or chargsd and uncharged bodf.aa. The -gnitude of the charge is
primarily dependent on the size, shap~, composition and electrical proper-
ties of the aubatsnces which mke up the bodf.ea. Some suba csnces readily
give up electrons while others tend to acculate excess electrons. A body
having an excess of electrons la charged negatively; a body having an
electron def it it la charged poalt Ively. When tw eubetancea are rubbed
together, are, aepara ted, or flow relntive to one another (such aa a gas
or liquid over a solid) , one aubatance gatia electrons and the other loses
elactrons. These elect ron charges are equal and in the caae of non-
cmnductora tend to re=jn in the localized area of contact; chsrgea on
conductors, hmever, are rapidly dietrfiuted over ita surface and the

/

4
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— surfaces of other conductive objects which it contscts. An electrostatic
,-=%; field or lines of force exist between a charged bndy and a body at a differ-

ent electroatetic potentisl, such as a body with more or leea electron

chsrges. Conductive and insulative bodies that enter this field will he
polarized by induction (that is, without contacting the charged body) . In

a conductive body, electrone closest to the more negative part of the field
are repelled, lesving that ares relatively positively charged. and are
attracted to the more poeftlve pert of the field cresting negatively and
posit ively chsrged areaa although the net chsrge on the body will remsin

zaro. If a conduct iva polarized body la eubsequeatly grounded, electrons

will flow to or from the po2.erized eurface near the grcund and the bndy

itself becomes charged by acc~leting an excess or deficit of electrons.
In a non-conductive body electrone are lees umb ile, but dipoles tend co
align with the field cresting apparent surface chsrgee. A non-conductor

cannot ba inductively charged.

4.1.1 The cepac itance of a charged body relative to another body or
ground also has an ef f act on the electrostatic field. When capacitance ie

reduced for a given charge (Q) there is an inverse linear increase in volt-

age based on the relationship, Q . CV, where C is the capacitance and V
is the voltage. As the capacitance is continually decressed the voltage
will increase unti,l a discharge occurs vis an arc. For example, when couurzm
polyethylene bage are rubbed, the charge potantisl ray be only a few hundred
volts while lying on a bench, but when picked up by an operator, msy be

eeveral thouesnd volte due to the decrease in capacitance.
-.

,..~. 4.2 Triboelectrlc aeriee. The generation of static electricity

caused by robbing two substances is called the triboelectric effect. A
triboelectric series is a list of eubstsnces in an order of poeitive to
negative chargtig as a result of the triboelectric effect. A eubstance
higher on the 1 ist is poe it ively charged when rubbed with a eubstance lower

on the liet due to the fact thst aubetsnces higher on the list have more
free electrons coq.ared to substances lower on the list. Electrons from

substances higher on the list are tharef ore transferred to substances lower
on the list. However, the order of ranking in a triboslectric series is not
alwsys a conetant or repetitive. Furthermore, the degree of separation of

tvo substances in the triboelectric seriee does not necesasrily indicate
the magnitude of the chargee created by triboelectric effect. Order in
the series and msgnitude of the chsrgas are depend ant upon the properties

or nature of the substance, but theee properties are modified by factors
such as surface cleanliness, ambient conditions, preaeure of contact, speed

of rubbing or separa t ion, lubricity and the amount of surface ares over

which the rubbin8 occurs. A sample triboelectric eeries la provided in
table I. In addition to actusl rubbing two different substance, substan-

tial electrostatic chargaa can aleo be generated trihoelectrically when

twO pieces of the same material , especially cenmon plastic, in intimate
contact, are separated as occurs when separating the sides of a plaetic

bag.

4.3 Prime sources of static electricity. l’ypical prime charge
eources commonly encountered in a manufacturing facility are listed in

.- -. table II. ~ese prime aourcas are essentially insulators and are typically

i synthetic msterials. Electrostatic voltage
insulators can be extremely high since they

5

levele generated with these
are not readily distributed

.
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TAELE 1. Sample triboelactrti Series

Posit ive

+

tJegat ive

Air
Ruman Rends 1
Asbestoe

Eabbit Fur

Glass
Mica

Numen Nair
Nylon
Wool

Pur
Lead
Silk

Alum%n=
Paper
cot ton
Steel
Wood

Amber

Sealing Wax

Nard Rubber

Nickel, Copper

Brees, Silver

Gold, Platinum
Sulfur
Atetate Rayon

Polyester
Celluloid

Orion

Polyurethane
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
PVC (Vinyl)

KIILF
silicon

Teflon

6
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TARLE II. TYP icsl prima charge sources

Object or Process Material or Activity

ilork Surfaces ● Waxed, painted or varnished surfacee

● c— vfayl or plastics

Floors ● Sealed concrete

● Waxed, f tiiahed vood

● Collmmn vinyl tile or sheeting

Clothes ● en clean room smocks

● Cnnmcm ayathet ic personnel garments

● Non-conductive ‘shoes
1/

● Virgin cotton -

:hairs ● Finished WOOd

● vinyl

● .Fibergl.ass

?ackag ing and Hsndl ing ● Comn plastic - bags, wraps, envelopes

● Ccmmmn bubble pack, f o.sm

● Ccrancm plastic trays, plastic tote
boxes, vials, parts bins

kssembly, Cleaning, Test ● Spray cleaners
and Repair Areas

● Conmon plastic solder suckers

● Solder irons with ungrounded tips

● Solvent brushes (synthetic bristles)

● Cleaning or drying by fluid or evapor-
at ion

● Temperature chambers

● Cryoganic sprays

● Es-et gwns and blovars

● Sand blasting

● Electrostatic copiers

. .

‘)

Virgin cotton can be a static source at low relative h~idities such as
below 30 percent.

7
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over the entire surface of the substance or conductec’ to another contacting

substance. The conductivity of smme insulative mater.lals is inc] eased by
absorption of moisture under high humidity conditions onto the otherwise
insulating surf ace, crest ing a slightly conducive sweat iayer which tends

to dissipate static charges over the material surface. The generation of

15,000 volts from common plastics in a typical manufacturing facility is
not unusual. Table III shows typical electrostatic voltages generated by

personnel in a manufacturing facl.lity.

5. SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ITEMS TO ESD. Numerous ?=::s are s. scep-

tible to damage when an ESD occurs across their terminal or when the=e parts
are exposed to electrostatic fields. ESDS parts can be destroyed by an ESD
where one pin fs connected to a high voltage source and other pins are un-
grounded. In other words, a hard ground connection is not required to
destroy an ESDS part. MOS large scale integration devices in hermetic pack-
ages with non-conductive lids could be damaged by spraying the lid with
canned coolant despite there being no ground path connected to the part. ,%

ESDS parts installed in assemblies normally have their leada connected to
a sufficient mass of conductive material such as printed wiring oaard (FWB)
runs and wiring which may provide the required ground to result in damage
from an ESD. In such casea, however, the voltages required are normally
higher than those needed when one or more pins or the part case is grounded.
Parts susceptible to ESD include: microelectronic devices; discrete semi-

conductors, film resistors, reaiator chips. other thick and thin film de-
vices; and piezoelect ric crystals. Known ESDS part types and their relative
sensitivities are listed in Table IV. Table IV part sensitivity is based
upon a 100 pF, 1,500 ohm test circuit applying one discharge pulse. These

sensitivity leads will vary for different teat circuits and generally will be t

substantially Iase where multiple discharge pulses are applied.

Assemblies and equipment containing ESDS parta are often as
sensitive as the most sensitive ESDS part which they contain. Incorpora-

tion of protective circuftry in these’ assemblies and equipment can provide
varying degrees of protection from ESD applied to their terminals. Such
assemblies and equipment, however, can st ill be vulnerable from induced ESDS
caused by strong electrostatic fields or by contact of PWB electrical connec-

t ions or paths with a charged object.

5.1 VP es of ESD failure. ESD can cause intermittent or upset
failures as well as hard failures of electronics. Intermittent or upset
failures can occur on certain types of parta such aa LSI memories and on
chips, either prior to or after lidding and sealing. Such failurea can
also occur when equipment IS in operation a“d IS usually characterized by
a 10BS of information or temporary distortion of its functions. No

aPParent hardware damage occurs and proper operation resumes automatically
after the ESD exposure or in the case of some digital equipment , after
re-entry of the information by re-sequencing the equipment.

5.1.1 Upset can be the result of an ESD spark in the vicinity of the
equipment. The electromagnet ic pulse (s247) generated by the spark causes “\

erroneous signals to be picked “p by the equipment cirCuitry. Upset can also
occur by the capacitive or f“d”ctive CO”pl Ing of an ESD pulse or by the direct
discharge of an ESD through a .qi~al path providing an erroneo”a ai~al. (

8
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TABLE III. Typical alectro.etetic voltages

r I 1

Electrostatic Voltages
Meane of

Stat ic Generation

10 to 20 Percent 65 to 90 Percent

Relative Wumidi t y Relative Humidity

I Walking acroee carpet I 35,000 i 1,500

Walking over vinyl floor I 12,000 I 250

-7” Worker at b-ch 6,000 100

Vjnyl envelopes for work
7,000 600

instruct ions

Common Poly bag picked up from
bench

20,000 1,200

Work chair padded with poly-
18,000 1,500

urethane foam

i- ---/

9
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TASLE IV. Lis L of ESDS ..;arts by part type i

CLASS 1: SENSITIVITY RANGE ‘O TO J1OOO VOLTS

● Metal Oxide Semiconductor (FfOS) devices includlng C, D, N, P, V and
other f’fOS technology without protective circuitry, or protective cir-

cuitry having Class 1 sensitivity

● Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices

● Operat ional AMplif iers (OP AMP) with unprotected MOS capacitors

● Junction Field Effect Transistors (JFSTS) (Ref. : Similarity to MIL-STD-
701: Junction field effect, transistors and junction f f.eld effect trans-

istors, dual unitized)

● Silicon Control] ed Rectifiers (SCRS) with 10<0.175 amperes at 100° Cel-
sius (°C) ambient temperature (Ref. : Similf.srity to MIL-STD-701:

Thyristors, (silicon controlled rectifiers) )

● Precision Voltage Regulator Microcircuits: Lfne or Load Voltage Regula-

tion <0-5 percent

● Microwave and Ultra-High Frequency Semiconductors and Microcircuits:
Frequency >1 gigahertz

● ‘1711n Film Resistors (Type 5X) with tolerance of ~ 0.1 percent ;pover >0.05
wstt

● Thin Film Resistors (Type RN) with tolerance of > 0.1 percent ;power <0.05
Vatt

● Large Scale Integrated (LSI) Pficrocircuits Including microprocessors
and memories without protective circuitry, or protective circuitry

having Class 1 sensitivity (Note: LSI devices usually have two to three
layers of c ire. itry with metal lisstion crossovers and small geaw.tw’
active elemsnts)

● Hybrids utilizing Class 1 part6

CLASS 2: SENSITIVITY MNCE >1000 TO s4000 VOLTS

● MOS devices or devices containing MIS conat ltueats including C, D, N, P,
V. or other MIX technology with protective circuitry havfng Class 2
sensitivity

● Schottky diodea (Ref. : Similisrity to MIL-STD- 701: S il icon switching
diodes (listed in order of increasing trr))

● Precision Resistor Networks (Type S2)

● High Speed Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) Pflcrmtircuits with propagation
delay 51 nanosecond

● Transistor-Transistor Logic (11’L) Microcircuits (Schottky, low power,
high apeed, and atandsrd)

● Operational ABIpl if iers (OP AMP) with M&3 capacitors with protective
circuitry having Class 2 sensitivity

● LSI with input protection having Class 2 aenaitivity

● Hybrids utilizing Claas 2 parts
—-. . I

10
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TAELE IV. List of ESDS parts by part type (Cent ‘d)
/’ -

CLASS 3: SENSITIVITY RANGE tiOOO TO ~lS ,000 VOLTS

Q Imwei Power Chopper Resistors (Ref. : Similarity to MIL-STD-701: Silicon
Low Power Chopper Transistor)

● Reaiator Chips

9

●

9

●

●

●

Sudl Signal Diodes with power ~ 1 watt axcluding Zeners (Ref.: Simi-

larity to MIL-STD-701: Silicon Switching Diodes (iisted in order of
increasing trr) )

General Purpose Silicon Rectifier Diodes and ?’aat Recovery Diodes (Ref.:
Similarity to t41L-STD-701: Silicon Axial Lead Power Rectif iera, Silicon

Power Diodes (listed in order of maximum DC output current), Faat Re-
covery Diodea (listed in order of trr) )

Low Power Silicon Transistors with power ~5 watts at 25°C (Ref.: Simi-
larity to MIL-STD-701: Silicon Switching Diodes (listed in order of ‘
increasing trr), Thyristors (bi-directional trides), SilicOn pm LOW-
Power Transistors (Pc ~5 watta @TA = 25°C), Silicon RF Translators)

All other Microcircuits not included in Class 1 or Class 2

Piezoelectric Crystals

Hybrids utilizing Clasa 3 parta
1

11
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5.1.2 While upset faflues OCI Jr when the equipment is opera tfng, ~

catastrophic failures can occur any tk. Catastrophic ESD failures can j
be the result of electrical overstress of electronic parts csuaed by an ;
ESD such as: a discharge from a person or object, an electrostatic field, -
or a high voltage spark dischsrge. Some catastrophic faflures =Y not occur

until some time after exposure to an ESD as in the case of m%rginslly dsmsged
ESDS parts which require operating stress and tfme to cause further degra-
dat ion and U1 t imste catastrophic failure. Only certain part types seem

to be ,msceptfile to this latent failure process. There are some f ypes of

catastrophic ESD failures which could be mistsken for upset failurf’ s. For

axample, an ESD could result in aluminum short In& throm@ a S i02 d -electric

layer. Subsequer, t high currents flowing through the short, howsver, could
vaporize the aluminum and open the short. This failure msy be confused
with upset failure if it occurs during equipment operation, but the demsge

due to the ESD would be a latent defect that will probably reduce the oper-

ating life of the part.

5.2 Part upset. Parts that are very susc?ptfble to ESD upset
are any logic family that require small energies to SWILL> states or smsll
changes of voltage in high fmpedsnce lties. Esamplea of famil fes thst are
aenait ive would be NMOS, PMOS, C240S and low power TTL. Linear circuits with

high impedsnce, and high gain fnputs wculd also be highly susceptible along
with RF amplifiers and other RF parts at the equipmant level, however,
design for RFI immunity can protect these parta from damsge due to ESD high —

vcltage spark discharge. To protect parts eensitive to ESD high spark discharge
at. the equipment level requires: good RFI/~C design, buffering of busses, ,
proper termination of busses, shielding of bus cnnductora and the avoidance
of penetrations of the equipment cabinet that lead to sensitive parts.

5.3 Failure mechanisms. ESD related failure mechanisms typi- ‘
tally include:

a. Thermsl secondary breakdown
b. Metal lizstion meit

c. Dielectric breskdovn
d. Gaseoua arc discharge
e. Surface brsakdown
f. Bulk breakdown

The f allure machsn iema of
while failure mechanisms c, d, and e are

a, b, and f are power dependent
voltage dependent. All the above

failure mechanisms are applicable to microelec~roni~ and semiconductor

devices. Fsilure mscbanisms b or d have been evident in film resistors;
f allure mechanism f in piezoelec’tri~ cryatala. Besides theee catastrophic
failure mechsnisras, unencapsulated chipe and LSI 10S integrated circuits
have exh ib I ted temporary failure due to f allure mechaniame d from positive
charges deposited on the chip as a by-product of gaseous arc dischsrge
with in the package between the 1 id and the substrate.

5.3.1 Therua 1 secondary breskdown. Thermsl secondary breakdown !
iS alao known aa avalanche degradation. Since thermal tfme constants of
semiconductor meterlsls are gsnerally large compared

associated with ESD pulse, there ie little diffusion
of power disa ipat ion and large temperature grad i.ent a

12
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Localized junction tamperaturee can apprOach m.eterial =lt temperatures ●

usually rasulting in development of hot spote and subsequent junction shorts
due to melting. ‘fhis phenomenon im termed thermal secondary breakdom.

— For junction malting to occur in Bipolar (P-N) junct ions, sufficient power
must be dissipated in the junction. In the reverse bias condition, most of

the applied power is absorbed in the immediate junctinn area with minimal
pover 10SS in the body of the part. In the fOWard bias cOnditiOfl. the
junction axhibits lover resistance. Even though a graater current flows,

a Uraater percentage of the pm?ar ia diaelpated In the body of the part.
l’hus more power la generally required for junction failure in the forward
biea condition. For most tranaiators, the emitter-base junction degrades

with lower current values than collect or-baae junction. l’his is because the

emitter-basa junction normally hee smaller dimensions than any of the other
junctions in the circuit. For reversad polarity signals, only a very smal 1

microampere current flows until the voltaga excaeds the breakdown volt-
age of the junction. At breakdown. the current increases and results in

junction haating due to the nucleation of hot spots and current concen-
trations. At the point of second breakdown, the current increases rapidly

due to a decrease in resietivity and a melt channel forms that destroys
the junction. This junction failure mode is a power dependent process.

5.3.2 Mecalli=tion melt. Failures can alao occur when ESD tran-
aieuta Incr-ae part temperature eufficlently to melt metal or fuse bond
wires. Theoretical models axiat which allow computation of currents causing

failure for varinua =tarlala as a function of area and current duration.
Such models are based on the assumption of uniform area of the inter-
connection mcterlal. In practice, it la difficult to maintain a uniform
area, the resultant non-uniform area can result in localized current
crowding and subsequent hot spots fi the metallization. This type of fail-
ure could occur Were the metal strips have reduced cross-sections as they
cross oxide steps. Normally due to shunting of the currents by the junction,
this failure requires an order of magnitude larger power level at higher
frequencies than is required for junct inm darmge at 1 ower frequencies.
Below 200 to 500 megahertz the junction capacitance at ill presents a high
impedance to current a, shunt Img them around the junction.

5.3.3 Dielectric breakdown. Uhan a potential difference is applied
across a dielectric region in excess of the region’s inherent breakdawn
characteriat ICS, a puncture of the dielectric occurs. This form of failure
is due to voltage rather than power and could result in either total or
1 tiited degrada t ion of the part depending on the pulse energy. For example.
the part may heal from a voltage puncture if the energy in the pulse is
Inauf f iclent to cause fusing of the electrode rraterlal in the puncture. It
will., however, usually exhibit lower breakdown voltage or increased lubge

current after such an event, but not catastrophic part failure. This type
of failure ccwld result Im a latent defect resulting in catastrophic failure
with continued uee. l%e braakdovn voltage of an insulating layer is a

function of the pulse rise cfme since time is raquired for avalanching
of the insulating metertil.

5.3.4 Osseous arc discharge. For parts with closely spaced un-
paaaivetad-thti electrodes, gaaeous arc discharge can cause degraded
performance. fie arc discharge condition causes vaporization and metal

13
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~vemm c which is generally away from the space between the electrodes.
The ueltlng and fusing do not uave the chin metal into the titerelectrode
regions. ID malting and f uefng, the metal pulls together and flows or
opens along the electrode lines. There can be fine matsl globules In the
gap regiom, but noc in suf f Icient numbers to cause bridging. Short I.ng is
not considered a mgjor problem with uupassivated thin metal electrodes. On

a surface acouatic wave (SW) band pass filter device with thin metal O:

apprOx Wtely 4,000 angstrom (~ and 3.0 micrometers (pm) elactrode
spacfig operat icmal degrada t ion wsa experienced f rem ESD.

5.3.4.1 When employiq thicker metalltitimn wuch aa 13,500 k, this
gaseoua arc discharge in an arc gap at typically 50 urn can be used for
protection to dissipate Inccming high voltage apikea.

5.3.4.2 For LSI and memmy ICS with paaalvatLom/active jucntion inter-
faces auaceptible to f.nveraimn, gaseous arc discharge from Imaide the pack-

age can cause positive ions to be deposited on the chip and cause failure

f rOm eurf ace Inversion. This has been reported to occx eepeci.al ly on
parts with non-conducting lids. A special caae of this is :vEPR04s with
quartz lids where fallurea can be annealed by neutralizing the positive charge
with ultra violet light through the qmartz lid.

5.3.5 Surf ace breakdown. For perpendicular junctions the surface
bre.akdovn is expla tied as a localized avalanche W1 t ipl icat ion process

~“

caused by nsrrowing of the junc t ion space charge layer at the eurf ace.
Since surface breakdown depends on nurerae wariablea, euch aa geometry,
doping level, lat t ice discont fnuit ies, or unclean gradient a, the transiant
power which can be dissipated during surface breakdowo is ganerally un-
predictable. The destruction machanism of surface breakdown results in a
high leakage path around the junction, thus nullifying the junctinn action. ;
This ef feet, as well as most voltage aenaitive effects like dielectric
breakdewn, is dependent upon the rise tlmr of the pulse and usually occure
when the voltage threshold for surf ace breakdown fa exceeded before

tberuul failure can occur. Another mode of surface failure is the occurr-
ence of an arc around the insulating material which is similar to metalli-
zation to metalllzation gaseous discharge except in this caee discharge is
between me tall ir.a t ion and ae.miconductor.

5.3.6 Bulk breakdown. Bulk breakdown reeul ts from changes in
junction parameters due to high local temperatures within the junction area.
Such high temperatures result in metallisation alloylng or ~rity diffu-
.SiOn resulting in draetic changes in junction parameter. The usual result
1s the formation of a reaietance path across the juction. This effect
is ueually preceded by therud secondary breakdown.

5.4 Part conatituenta suacepti.ble to ESD. Different parta are
susceptible to ESi in varims degrees. These variations are due to
different part designs and different constituents that go into makfng

the Part. Table V is a sunnrexy of constituents that are ticorporated into
various parts which are ~~~itive to ESD. Table V also lists the part

tYPes in which some of these cmaatftuants are found and the aasoclated
f allure processes tivOlved. ,’

~
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5.4.1 UOS structures. A ?$3S structure is a conductor and a .eeml-

conductor substrate separated by a thin dielectric.. Thus the acronyn MOS
for mtal-oxide-semiconductor is derived. A more 8eneral acrcmyn for this

. structure is MIS for metsl-l.naula tor-semiconductor. DUal dielectric systems
such as MNOS (metal-nitride-ox ide-semiconductor) are included in this suscep-

tible constituent classification.

5.4.1.1 Part types. Integrated circuits NOS technologies are NMOS

(N-channel MIX), PMOS (P-channel MOS) and CMOS (CmPle=ntary f@S). Var~-
tions on these technologies are metal gate, silicon gate and silicon nn
sapphire. Difference in the ausceptlbility of these MOS technologies are
dependemt on the oxide or oxide-mitride gate dielectric breakdown and i.npuc
prntect ion circuitry co the external connections. l%e braakdnwn of the

gate dielectric is mostly dependent on its thickness. Typically this has

been 1100~ and with a dielectric strength ranging from lxIOS volts per cenri-
mater (V/cm) to 1X107 V/cp. This results in breakdowns between 80 and 100
volts. Newer technology variations, however, lf.l$e VMOS (vertical groove
MOS) which has a higher field intensity at the end of the groove and ID40S

(high density MOS) which haa thinner gate dielectric have uuch lower break-
downs (25 to 80V) and therefore require more care in the design of the input
protection circuitry.

S. fl.l.l.l Certain bipolar limear integrated circuit operation amplifiers

incorporate capacitors on their ‘monolithic chip. These capacitors are MOS

structures and are auaceptible to dielectric breakdown from ESD. Those

operational amplifiers such as the 741 whose capacitor do not have apparent
direct contact, to external pins are less vulnerable than parta such as the

NA2520 whose capacitors are placed directly acrosa an external pin combina-
tion.

—
5.4.1.1.2 Hybrid circuits can incorporate a chip capacitor which is a
MOS structure with a dielectric vulnerable to ESD. HOS chip capacitors
should not be used in hybrids slmce other chip capacitor are available which
are not considered sensitive to ESD.

5.4.1.1.3 Many monolithic integrated circuits have metalllzation runs
which cross-river active semiconductor region or 10V reslatlvity semiconductor
regions with field oxide betwean them serving as the insulator. These are

sometimes referred to as parasitic MOS transistor. Typically field nxlde

ia 15,0002 thick with breakdowns around 1,000 volts, but when oxide is etched

away for diffusion, subsequent growth of oxide before matallization may be
less than 3,0002. In this ceae, breakdown could occur at 100 volts be-

cause of field intensification at the bottom corners of the metallization

step and weak dielectric strength at the thin-thick oxide interface. When

external pins are direct ly connected to such metal lization runs, suscept ibilr

icy to ESD nccurs.

5.6.1.2 Failure mechanisms. ESD can damaga the oxide in MOS structures

because their breskdovm voltage la low in comparison to voltage levels en-
countered with ESD. Breakdown of the oxide insulator rasults in permanent

damage as opposed to breakdown of a semiconductor which is reversible. FOr
very short duration over-voltagea,
subsequent breakdovn and therefore
the initial breakdown.

some lattice damage

avalanche occurs at
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5.4.1.3 Failure indicators. As the punch-through short occurs the

metal lization will flow through the dielectric to create a 10V resistance
.,

short. However, in some instances where there is particularly thin metalli- I

zation such as 4,0002, or there is sufficient energy passed through the short, <
the metal will be vaporized and the short will clear but leave a cratered

hole in the dielectric. Degraded performance may result but not a catastro-

phic failure. There is conjecture that the short in some circumstances

might reappear or performance might continue to d.grade.

5.4.2 Semiconductor junctions. Included in this ~onstituen L lassi-

f i cat ion are PN j unct ions, PIN junct ions aad Schot cky barrier junct Io>-.s.
Their sensitivity to ESD depends on geometry, size, resiativity, impurities,

junction capacitance, thermal impedsnce, reverse leakage current and reverse

breakdown voltage. The energy required to damsge a junction in the forward
biaaed direction is generally ten times that required in the reversed bias
direction. Junctions with high breakdown voltage of greater than 100 volts
and low leakage currents of less than 1 nanosecond are generally more suscep-
t ible to ESD than junctions nf comparable size with lnw brcqkdovn, such as 30
volts leakage greater than 1 microampere.

5.4.2.1 Part types. The emitter-base junctions In bipolar transistors
whether integrated circuit or a discrete tranaiscor are usually more suscep-
t ible to ESD damage than collector-baae or cnllector-emitter junct ions. This —

is primarily due to size and geometry where the emitter-side wall experiences !
large energy densities during reverse biaaed ESD. Because of larger areas
the collectnr-base and collector-emitter do not experience the same energy
densities, although wirh the collector-base and collector-emitter it is

possible to laterally f orvard biaa the base-emitter in which case a current
crowding at the emitter side wall will occur.

5.4.2 .1.1 Junct ion field ef feet t ransistota which have high impedance
gates are particularly sensitive to ESD. They have extremely lnw gate to
drain and gate to source leakage in the order of less than 1 nanoampere
and relatively high breakdown voltage of greater than 50 volts. Therefore
the gate to drain and gate to source are usually the mnst aenaitive ESD paths.

5. b.2.l.2 Schottky barrier junctions such as :he 1N5711 diode and TTL
Schottky integrated circuits are particularly sensitive to ESD because they
have very thin junctions and the presence of metal which may be carried

through the junction.

S.4.2.1.3 Not all diodes, transistors and thyristors contain semicon-
ductor junctions that are considered sensitive to ESD. Tranaient suppressor
diodes, zener diodes, power rectifiers, power transistors and power thyristors
have heen found to be insensitive to ESD. Semiconductor junctions as aensi-
t ive ESD constituents are fo””d not only I“ diodes , cra”sistors, and bipolar

integrated circuits b“t also in MOS as parasitic diodes and input protection
clamps. Although the input parta protection junctions sre meant to provide —
protection from ESD damage, the size of the protective junctions are limited

due to cost and performance tradeoff a. Thus ESD pulses of sufficient energy
can damage the input protection junctions.

1’
5.4.2.2 Failure mechanisms. The temperature coefficient of extrinsic /

semiconductors is positive . That is, the higher the temperature, the higher
/
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the resistance. This feature prevents current crowding and hot spots from
~ forming at low temperatures. However, in the reverse biased mode all the

energy is being dissipated by the relatively large voltage drop across the
relatively narrow depletion width of the junction. Due to geometry effects .
local resistance variations. and crystal defect= perfectly uniform current
distribution dOea not Occur across the j~ctlOn. Aa an ESD Occurs acrOss
the junction the temperature at the depletion region increases quickly and
the extrinsic semiconducting material becomes an intrinsic semiconducting
material, cauaing a sharp decrease in resistance, resulting in thermal
secondary breakdovn.

5.4.2 .2.1 The more rapid the discharge, the more uniform is the increase

in temperature and therefore current across the junction. This means that
for short duration discharges of less than 10 nanoseconds the resultant fila-
ment short is wide compared to longer duration discharge. It is possible

for spota to develop but not grow completely across the junctiOn such that,

at low bias voltages they do not cause a failure condition. However, during.

operation at certain bias condit ions locally high current densities may . .

exist with a corresponding highly localized large increase in temperature
at the previously formed hot spot locations such that continued 8rowth of a
filament short may occur or silicon and metallization may diffuse through

the junction via the electromigration process at temperatures greater than

, 200%.

5.4.2 .2.2 The low leakage high breakdmvn JFf?,T and Schottky barrier junc-
tions seem to be particularly susceptible to this failure process. It iS

this same failure process that requires the breakdown teat on JFETs be per-
formed as a leakage test rather than put the junct Ion into breakdown. With

low leakage junctions, highly localized currents can occur during junction
reverse breakdovn. With Schottky barrier junctinn metallization is immed-
iately available to migrate through the junction at localized hot spots.

5.4.2.3 Failure indicator. As the current filament develops across
a semiconductor junccion it is analo~ous to putting a parallel reelstor

across the junction of the same value aa the short. However, in some mar-
ginally formed hot spots it may be similar to putting a zener diode and a
resistor in parallel with the junction. High leakage will be the failure

indicator description when the filaments short is a high resistance short .

5.4.3 Film resistors. Resistor material adhering to an insulating

substrate comes under tbe ESDS constituent classification of film resistor.
The degree of sensitivity will depend on the ingredients and formulation of

the resistor material and size-power considerate inns.

5.4.3.1 Part typ ea. Hybrid microcircuits frequently contain either

thin film resistors or thick film resistors. Hybrid designs which cannot
tolerate large changes in resistance such as precision voltage regulators
are sensitive to ESD. Thick film resistors consist of: a conductive metal
oxide as the resistive element ; a metal additive to improve electrical per-
formance; and a glass frit to provide a support matrix, adhesion to the
substrate, and resist ivity control. Such parts are particularly sensitive
to ESD . Since the change is almost always negative for thick films. electric
discharge has been considered as a possible trimming method when conven-.

tional t rimming overshoots the desired resistance tolerance. It has also
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been found that the thick film resistant+ changes are heavily dependent on.
voltage rather than energy.

/’
.
/

5.4.3.1.1 Thin film resistors, on the other hand, are more energy de-
pendent and do not have changes greater than 5 percent in resistance until

the energy of discharge is sufficient to cause film rupture. In add it ion
to hybrid microcircuits , some monolithic integrated circuits may also con-
tain encapsulated thin film resistors, such aa polysilicon resistors, as
part of an input protection circuit.

5.4.3.1.2 Discrete encapsulated resistors which contain the film re-

sistor structure are also sensitive to ESD. Carbon film, metal oxide, and
metal film resistors are somewhat sensitive to ESD, especially at low toler-

ance and lW wattage ratings. A frequent occurring ESD problem with’ resis-
tors is with the 0.05 watt metal film, part RNC50, specified at O. 1 percent
tolerance. Futtlng these parta in a polyethylene bag and rubbing them on
another bag is auf f icient to shift the tolerance of these reafstora.

5.h.3.2 Failure mechanisms. The ESD failure mechanisms of film re-
sistors are not well defined. ‘l%is is partly the result of not knowing the
ingredients and formulations of the resistor msterial which are often held
proprietary by the manufacturer.

5.4.3.2.1 For thick film resistors the failure mechemiam has been mod- y
eled as the creation of new shunt paths in a mstrix of series-parallel reais- ~

tars and infinitesimal capacitors isolating metallic islands. With the

application Of high electric fields the dielectric breakdown of the glass
frit or other isolating dielectric material is exceeded and the ensuring rup- “
ture welds metallic particles together in a conducting path known as metal li-

zation melt. Since this model involves a dielectric breakdovn process it
is mostly voltage dependent.

5. L.3.2.2 It appears that the ESD behavior of resistive materials is
very much a function of the number of parallel current paths or the number
of capacitive couplings between parallel paths in the film structure . The

nature of the glass used in the material alao ap~ears to be quite important,
both because it influences the distribution of the resistive elements and

because it can act itself as a resietive element. Thus the behavior of
cliff eremt thick film resistor patha to ESD can vary greatly. ESD sensitivity

testing, therefore, should be specified for critical tolerance thick film
resiatora.

5.4.3.2.3 For thin film resistors and encapsulated metal film, metal
oxide and carbon film resistors, the failure mechanism is primarily a thermal,
energy dependent process modeled as the destruction of minute shunt paths.
This mechanism is aeeocfated with an increasing resistance. At a lower ESD
voltage, there is some small negative resistance shift on the thin film and

‘\
mstal film type resistor which appears to be voltege dependent. This nega-
tive shift is usually not more than 5 percent and is typically less than
1 percent before changing to positive ehifts as ESD voltage increases. ,/’

5.4.3.3 Failure ind icatore. Smne thin film resistors such as de-
/
i

posited tantalum nitride on si02 substrates, may be so small and power
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limited that ESD voltages greater then 5,000 volts f rmm a person can melt
the resistor open. For most casae, howaver, a shift in resistance will be

the failure fndicator. Thus for circuit designa tolerant of large resis-

tance changes, the failure may not be critical.

GaneraIIy, after exposure to an ESD, the stability of the re-
aiator is reduced end the degree of instability ia directly related to the
level of ESD. Temperature coefficient changes have bean known to result from
euch ESD axpoaure.

For thick film reniatora, the rceistrutce shift io negative.
The reeiatance change can c&fly exceed 50 percent with some thick film paatea.
Some except ions to thie may occur, especially at low resistance values.

For thin film, metal film, metal oxide and carbon film at

lower EBD levels, small negative reaiatance shifts of leaa than 5 percent can
be experienced. At higher ESD levele, large positive shifts greater than
10 percent can be experienced, depending on the power rating.

5.4.3.4 Ffetallization atripa. Relatively narrow thin metallization

on a substrate euch aa S102 which carriea current between terminals without

any other enfqy abeorbing element in the path are susceptible to ESD. ‘fheae
matallizationa may conaiat prfmarily of aluminum or gold but can alao be
multi-layered. Tha failura mechanism ie burnout from joule heating. This

type of constituent is often used in monolithic integrated circuits, hybrid
microcircuits and multiple finger overlay transistor construction found in

switching and high frequency trenaistora. Joule heating ie meet likely to

occur when: (1) the ESD source haa very low contact reaiatance, resulting in
high currents over short time constants; and (2) a 10V resistance large area
diode ia connacted by the metallization path between the two terminals, re-
sulting in large currents due to the low voltage drop in the diode forward
biased direction. Increasing the width or thickness of the etrip will de-

crease ESD sensitivity. Tha uae of glaaaivation and thinner SiOZ between the
a trip end the silicon aleo raduces ESDS. The failure indicator from this
failure mode Is open.

5.4.5 Paaaivated field ef feet atructurea with nonconductive lids.
Varioua NMOS and FNOS integrated circuit desiRna have been found to fail

from very localized high c~ncentrationa of po~it ively charged ions on the

outfir passivated surface of the die. NMOS deaigna fsil from ●xceaaive leak-
age currents frmm field inversion betveen N+ junctions such as thick field
paraait ic tranaiators, int ermedtate field parasitic tranaiatora, EPROM

tranaiatora and normal select tranaiatora. PMOS designs such aa the floating
gate, EPROM or deplet ion type field ef feet transistor fail when the nega-

tive charge on the floating gate is overcompensated by positive charge

cluatera on the outer surface of the die. This causea the part to turn off,
giving an erronaoue unprogrammed indication. The effective field from the
positively charged ions needed to create this inversion has been found to’

exceed 85 volts. Hermetic packagea which have recorded this failure mode
have nonconductive lids made from nontransparent ceramic, transparent eapphire
and transparent borosilicata glaea. These failures can be prevented by
grounding the bottom surface of the lid over the die or by insulating preven-
tive meauares to avoid electrostatic charging of the nonconductive lid.
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5.4.5.1 part types. This failure mechanism is wet common t,ith

Nr40S and PMOS W EPRO!4e having tranaparenc lide. NXOS static kiMS in a
ceramic package, however, have alao been reported to fail from thie ESD !
failure mechanism. Unless testing chows othe-iae, any LSI integrated c ir-

cuit with nonconductive lids could conceivably have field effect structures /
which are eueceptible to failure from undesirable field invereion or gate

threshold voltage ehifting.

5.4.5.2 Failure mechan isns. This f allure mechanism involvee pos i-
tively charged ion clueters deposited nn the die aa a result of air br.?ak-

down in the air gap between the die surface end the bottc= of the pack ge lid.

Charging of the bottnm of the lid can be induced by several meane, one nf
which ie by freeze epraying the package with tanned cmolsmt. The poeitive

charging rate of the freeze spray impinging on the top of the lid depende on

the flow rate of the coolant from the can. At lnw flow rates the charging

is negative and doea not induce failure; at high flow rates auf f icient poai- J
t ive charging can occur to induce f allure. The localiaed air breekdmwn in
the air gep of the package cauaee ionized streamers to form from the die to ‘‘
the lid. The positive charge on the bottmm of the lid drive the positive
charge in the atresmer toward the die eurface and attracta the nega”ive charge
t reward the lid. This reaulta im vary localized clustare of positive ions
on the die surface. Secauae of the natura of the air breakd- for certain
package ambiants thin charge is probably identical in type to the very large

ions that can be. experiment ally created by posit iva corona discharge in air.

5.~.5.2.l These localized poe it ive charges alao cauae the formation of

inversinn layer leakage pat ha between N+ d if f usiona and ah if t the gate

threahhold voltaga on PMOS depletiti type trenaiators. The formation of

leakage patha and the gata threehhold ahifte givaa rise to ienlated circuit

failures.

5.4.5. ?.2 This failure mechaniam is recoverable by neutralizing the
posit ive charge on the outer surface of the die. Cm W EPRCil with transpar-

ent lids recovery is nondestructive whan 2537X ultraviolet light with a
minimum photon energy of 4. 3eV la applied to the chip for an short ae 3 tO 5

seconds.

5.6.5.3 Failure indicator. The failure in<icatore for thie failure
mode come under the general claaaification of operational degradation. This

operational degradation will take the form of a functional f allure. In the

case of NMOS W SPROMS. certain progr~d bita appear unprogrammed and cer-
tain unprogrmed bita appear progr-d. In one group of failure indicator.
bit f ail urea have been organized in column where programed bit a appeared
unprogrammed. In snot her group of f allure ind icatora, bit f ailuree were

organized in rmwe whera unprogrammed bit a appeared programmed.

5.&.5.3.l The failure Indicator for PMOS UV EPRO14e ara random single
bit f ailurea throughout the. me~ry which should reed an progr~d appeared

ae unprogrammed. ,- ...,

~

5.4.5.3.2 The failure imdicatora for an NMOS static SAM have been re- !
portad ae random bita stuck in a “l” or “O” logic atate end the adjacent
cell alao etuck but in the op~aite logic state.

/
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5.4.6 Piezoelectric crystals. Part types such as quartz cq.stal
oscillator and surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices can fail from ESD, re-
sulting in operational degradation. Electrical parameter of piezoelectric

crystals contained within these parts are damaged by excessive driving
current. Also, the piezoelectric ef feet from high voltages causes mechani-

cal atresa and ntwement to be generated in the crystal plate. When the

voltage is too excessive, mechanical forces cauae metion h excess of the

elastic limit of the crystal snd crystal fracture occurs. The fracture may

occur as a lifted platelet as has been experienced in lithium niobate SAW

delay lines. Such fractures when occurring In sufficient number will cause
enough change to the operating electrical characteristics to cause failure.

5.4.7 Closely spaced electrodes. When employing thick metallization
such as 13,500~, gaseous arc discharge in an arc gap SO ~ wide can be used

as a protection device to dissipate incoming high voltage apikea. For parts

wizh closely spaced unpaasivated thin electrodes, hovever, gaaeoua arc dis~

charge can cauae degraded performance. Parts that employ thin closely spaced

electrodes include surface acoustic vave (SAW) devices. Other parts such as

high frequency multiple finger traneiatora and new technology such as very

large scale integration (VT.SI) and very high speed integration (VHSI) could
also be degraded to failure from arc discharge between metallizat ion runs.

The arc discharge causes vaporization snd metal movement gen-

erally away from the space between the electrodes. The mslting and fusing

do not move the thin metal into the Interelectrode regimns but the mstal

pulls together and flova or opena along the electrode lines. There can be

fine metal globules in the gap region but not in sufficient numbers to cause
bridging. Shorting is not considered a major problem with unpassivated thin

metal electrodes. ESD failures have been asperienced on surface acoustic

wave (SAW) band pass filters with thin metal of 4,0002 snd electrode spacing

of 3.0 pm.

6. ESD TESTING

6.1 Human ESD model. People are prime sources of ESD for damaging

parta. The teat circuit used for ESD testing Is therefore based upon a human

discharge model. Electrostatic charges generated by rubbing or separating

materials are readily transmitted to a person’ a conductive eveat layer

causing that person to be charged. When a charged person hendles or comes

in close proximity to an ESDS part, he can damsge that part from direct dis-
charge by touching the part or by subjecting the part to se electrostatic
field. ‘llie ESD from a person can be reasonably simulated for test purposes

by umana of the figure 1 test circuit. This test circuit is also used in

MIL-M-3851O and has been widely used in industry to repreaant a person for

ESD testing. The human capacitance, however, may be as high as several

thousand picofarads (PF) but more typically 50 to 250 PF. A study perfOmmd
on human capacitance indicated that approximately 80 percent of the population

tested had a capacitance of 100 pF or leas. The variation in human capac i-
tance is due to factora such as variations in the amount and type of clothing
and shoea worn by personnel and differences in floor materials. Human re-

sistances can range from 100 to 100,000 ohms, but is typically between 1,000
and .5,000 ohms for actions which are considered pertinent to holding or

touching parts or containers of parts such as finger-thumb grasp, hand
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holding or palm touch. The variation in human resistances is due to factors

such as the amount of moisture, salt and oils at the skin surface, skin
contact area and pressure. A value of 1,500 ohms provides a reasonable
lower human resistance value. In view of the above, the proposed human
model using a 100 pF capacitance and a 1,500 ohm resistance is not a worst

case human model. For power sensitive parta an increase in human model
capacitance to greater than 100 pF could result in damage to ESDS parts at
voltage levels below those shown in table IV. For instance, power sensitive
parts damaged at 400 volts using the 100 pF, 1,500 ohm human model would be

dema~ed by slightly less than 300 volts had a 250 pF, 1,500 ohm model been

used. Therefore, a part not considered as ESDS could actually be ESDS under
more stringent human model conditions. For predominately voltage sensitive
ESDS parta, a variation in the capacitance value in the test circuit will
caL. se little effect on its aenaitivity. A decrease in human model resistance
will increase the voltage and pmwer delivered to the part and therefore will

likewise cause the voltage level at which dsmage occurs to decrease. In
this case, the predominately voltage sensitive part may have a larger de-

crease in voltage damage level. The human model of’ 100 pF, 1,500 ohm is

considered to be a reasonable test circuit for atandardizing the ESD sensi-
tivity of parts.

6.1.1 Some ESDS parts are voltage aensltive while others are power

sensitive. In general, voltage aensit ive parts fail due to dielectric break-
down of insulating layers or junctions. Other ESDS parts are power sensitive.

That is, the pulse shape, duration and energy can produce power levels re-

sulting in part thermal breakdown when the voltage level is below that needed

to cauae dielectric breakdown. The power pulse is defined by the test cir-
cuit , the part resistance and capacitance (R-C) characteristics, the R-C
time constant of the test circuit and the voltage at the capacitor. Thu S

fnr a given test circuit with a fixed R-C such as figure 1 and a part with
the given R-C, the voltage of the capacitor determines the pulse shape of the
power pulse. Therefore, ESD sensitivity can be expressed as a voltage for
voltage and power sensitive items for a given teat circuit and part.

6.1.1.1 Differentiation between parts that are ESDS and those that
are not ESDS is based upon sensitivity to ESD voltage levels of 15,000 volts.
This voltage level can be generated in many unprotec ted areas of typical

manufacturing facilities under normal humidity conditions, presence of prime
electrostatic generators and typical electrostatic generating movements.

Under low humidity conditions or where prime generators of static electricity
are present, such as in a packaging area where rolls of plastic sheets are
unwound, electrostatic voltages in excess of 40,000 volts can be generated.
In such environments many devices normally not considered to be ESDS can be
damaged.

6.2 Types of testing. Testing methods are described in the
following paragraphs. The test circuit of figure 1 is applicable to all
testing. Normally part failure is defined as the inability of a part to meet
the electrical parameter limits of the part specification. Any measurable
change in a part electrical parameter, due to an ESD. could be an indication

/--- of part damage, and susceptibility to further degradation and subsequent
failure with successive ESD5.
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CAUTION NOTE

ESD TESTING SHOULD BE CONSIDSR~ TO BE

DESTRUCTIVE. PARTS SUBJECTED TO ESD

TESTING SHOULD NOT BE USED IN DELIVERABLE

HARDWARS DUE TO THE POSSIBILITY OF PART
DF.CMDATION OR 3ATENT DEFECTS.

6.2.1 Classification testing. Classification testing for deter-

mining whether parts are Class 1 or Class 2 is covered by Df3D-STO-1666,

Append ix B. This testing can be expanded to less sensitive parts by in-
creasing the teat voltage levels. The voltage levels used for the critical

path determination should be at least 25 percent above the sensitivity voltage
limit for the Class for which a part is to be tested. This provides greater
assurance for identifying critical paths where they exist due to the var-

iance in sensitivities from one part to another.

6.2.2 Step-stress testina. When it is desired to determine the

aPprOxi~te voltage sensitivity of an ESDS part, a form 01 :tep-stress
testing could be performed as follows. using a minimum sample size of 10
parts:

a. Conduct tests of part electrical parameters to ensure
parts operate within li~ita specified in the applicable part specification;

b. Apply a voltage at which a part la known to withstand an =
ESD or at a voltage such aa 100 volts. Apply a discharge to the ❑ ost sensi-
tive critical path pin combination, or one combination at a time when the
most sensitive critical path is unknown;

r

c. Conduct testing of the electrical parameter, in particu- ‘,
lar those most likely to indicate degradation or damage of each part tested ‘
in b. If the same parameter of two or more tested parts does not conform to
the applicable part specification, terminate the testing and designate the
voltage sensitivity equal to the applied teat voltage;

d. If the voltage sensitivity level cannot be determined from
the above test ing, increase the voltage in steps such as 100 volt increments
and conduct electrical parameter teats until at least two parts exhibit a
parameter out of specification limits. At voltage levels of 3,000 volts or
higher. 1,00CI volt Increments could be desirable to shorten testing time;

e. If the intent of the testing ia to determine the statis-
tical distribution of ESD sensitivity, a sample size of at least 25 pares
should be step-a treas tested to failure and a histogram plotted showing the
number of part failures at different test voltages.

6.2.3 Latent defect testing. The susceptibility of ESDS parts to
latent defects can be evaluated by methods such as the following. One method
is a form of accelerated testing where ESDS parts are pulsed approximately

/,

25 percent below their known sensitivity levels with multiple discharges until .’
failure occurs. Some ESDS parts are weakened by Successivedischarges a“d
this weakened condition reduces part life. The use of multiple discharge
testing iS realistic since parts can be exposed to ESD pulses many times

during their life, for example, during production, packaging, transportation, :
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receipt inspection, kitting, assembly, and test. Another method is to
subject a sample of parts to single or multiple discharges below their ESD
voltage and power sensitivity levels. Parts exhibiting performance charac-
teristics within specification limits are then put on life test with a control

sample not subjected to the ESD pulsing. It should be noted that use of

elevated temperature to achieve in accelerated life testing may result in
healing of dielectric punctures caused by an ESD. Statistical evaluation of
the lives of the two samples can be used to determine the effects of ES])

latent defect failure mechanisms on part life. Another approach tO the

evaluation of latent defects can be based upon analyais of failures and
historical trends where such data is availabla.

CAUTION NOTE

DAMAGE DUE TO DISCHARGE TESTING AS PROVIDED
AW3VE CAN BE CUMULATIVE FOR” SOME PART TTPES.

FURTHEFU40RE, AN EKCESSIVE REFEI’ITION RATE OF
DISCHARGES COULD BUILD UP HOT SPOTS IN THE

PART AND CAUSE AN ACCELERATION OF THE PAILURE
EFFECTS DISCHARGES SHOULD , THSRSFORE , BE
TIME SPACED TO ALLOW FOR COOLING WITHIN THE

PART .

6.2.4 ESD spark testing. Most parta which are sensitive to ESD

are also sensitive to magnetic fields and radioactive fields. DIP caused

by ESD discharge in the form of a spark can cause part failure and cause
equipmsnt such as computers to upset (see 5.2) . ESD spark testing can bc
performed by discharging the ESD in the form of a spark across a spark gap

sized for the ESD test voltage or by slowly bringing the high voltage test
lead of the test circuit close to the case or electrical terminal of an
ESDS item while it is operating until the voltage la discharged in the form
of a spark.

6.2.5 Lot sample testing. Another consideration for ESD testing
is to perform testing on lot samples of parta used in large quantities.
Differences in lots from the same manufacturer and differences between
manufacturers often result in variations in ESD sensitivity for the same
part type. Lot ESD testing of parts on a sample basis could be used as a
quality control check on purchased parts.

6.2.6 Assembly and equipment teatin~. The use of part testing pro-
cedures for an assembly and an equipment may be prohibitive in terms of test

sample costs. In such casea, classification techniques for aasembly and
equipment should be based un: (1) conservatively, the most ESDS part con-

tained in that assembly; or (2) detailed circuit analysis Of the VOI taw
protection afforded by the ESD protection circuitry incorporated for Lhe
ESDS parts in that assembly or equipment.

6.2.6.1 The second technique partially limits the requirements of
rigorous ESD protective controls to only those assemblies and equipment
which are ESDS. This second approach can result in an optimistic categori-
zation of ESDS assemblies since the ESD protection circuitry may not provide
protection against ESD induced by electrostatic fields or by direct F.SD
through single point contact with the part body or connections of the PWB.
This can occur regardless of whether or not the printed circuitry .?ssemhly
is conformably coated.
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6.2.6.2
\

The high cost of repair .ifter ESD testing at the assembIy -
or equipment level may be justified where large production quantities are ;J
involved. Such testing would be valuable in verifying the ability of
the equipment or assembly protective circuitry to protect highly sensitive
ESDS parts. ;

7. PROTECTED ARL4S . The key to a aucceasful ESD control pro-
gram is che protected area which includes the ESD grounded work bench.

Whenever an ESD ‘item is handled outside of Its ESI) protective packaging,
means should be provided to keep electrostatic voltagee beiw the s znsltiv-
ity level of ESDS items. The lower the. lavel of the static generated
voltage below the ESDS item sensitivity level, the greater la the proba-
bility of protecting that item.

The aophiatication to which a protected area can be designed
depends upon the level of aaaembly and maintenance (e.g. , equipment or ‘‘
assembly, organizational, intermediate or depot) ; and for physical limita-
tions of the work area or facility. For example, for f ieiti maintenance, a
protected area could consist of an ares kept free from static generators and

equipped with: a personnel wrist ground strap; a portable protective work
mat; and use of ESD protective pacbging for rapair parta and spares. A
protected area in a manufacturing facility, on the other hand, could include

humidity controls, an elaborate grounded wrk bench made of ESD protective
msteriale, personnel wrist ground etraps, and equipped with grounded tools

~

and teet equipment, conductive flooring, air Ionizers and other protective
equipment.

Tradeoffs should be performed to determine a balance between
the cost of constructing protected areaa veraua the complexity of the

handling procedures to be implemented to attain the required controls. For ‘
example, training and controls should consider the ability and willingness
of people to follow elaborate handling procedures and use certain ESD pro-
tect ive materials and equipment such as wrist and ankle atrapa.

For purposes of simplicity a contractor may desire to con-

sider all ESDS items as highly aenaitiva to stskclardize controls throughout
the facility or implement only those controls n.eded for the sensitivity

. .

of the items pertaining to a apecif ic protected area.

One of the basic principles in the deeign of the protected
area is to prohibit the use of prime generators (ace table II) in the design

and construction and restrict the entry of these prime generators by per-
sonnel working in these areas. Protected areas and work benches should be
identified by signs; for instance, “ESD PROTECTED AMA”: “USE PRECAUTIONS
WHEN RANDLING ESDS ITEMS OUTSIDE OF THEIR PROTECTIVE WRAPS”. Access to
protected areas should be restricted to people who are properly trained and
attired, or who are escorted, cautioned in protective ,procedures, and are
restricted from contacting” ESDS items. Areas should be constructed
ueing the materials and eq”ipmant such aa listed in 7.1 and 7.2.

7.1 ESD protective materials. The primary protective properties
of ESD protective materials include:
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a. Protectiem against triboelectric generation;

. .. ..

b. Protection from electrostatic fields;

c. Protection against direct discharge from contact with

charged people or a charged object.

It ia difficult to find ene material that provides all of
the above properties. Often, It is necessary to use a combination of dif-

ferent protective materiala to achieve the desired results.

Protection againat the generation of electrostatic charges
is the best methed of MD control. If meteriala do not generate electro-

static chargea no further action ia required. One of the prime characteria-
tica of meteriala In reducing the generation of static is lubricity, which
is a meesure of surface amoothneaa and lubricating action of moistness.

Triboelectric generatlen ia a friction proceaa, the higher the lubricity of
the eurfacea being rubbed, the lower the frictien and hence the lower the
genarated chargea. Meistneaa on the surface of meteriala being eeparated

providea progreaeiva neutralization of opposite chergea by furnishing a
conduct ive path between the surf acea until aeparat ion is complete. Once a
charge ia generated the diatributien of that charge is dependent upon the
resistivity and surface area of the msterial. The more conductive the mater-
ial the faster. the charge is distributed. The greater the surface area
over which a charge ia spread, the lower the charge density and the level
of the residual voltage. In contraat to inaulatora, localized charges cannot
exist on conductor.

Conductivity ia alao a prime characteristic for providing

protect ien againat stat Ionary or approaching charged bodies or people hy
limit ing accumulation of residual voltages. A polarization occurs gradually

as the charged body or person approached limit lug the voltage levels induced
across the conductive surface. In conductive materiala these electrons move
quite rapidly resulting in low voltages applied across the ESD protective
material. As the resiativity of the material increaaea Such as in the case
of s~atic dissipative end anti-static meteriala, the electrons move inure
slowly and higher voltagea result acrosa the material. If the voltage of
the charged body is high enough, and approaches a tote box or table top
which is highly conductive, a spark ceuld occur. The more conduct ive the
msterial, the higher the probability of creating a spark and the higher
the discharge current. Higher discharge currents conduct ed through a part
increaaes ita probability of failure. The tote box or table top should
be conductive enough ao that significant voltages will not be induced
across the tote box or table top, but not be eo conductive so thst a apark
discharge WI 11 occur.

Cemplete shielding from electrostatic, fielda or ESD high

voltage apark induced ~ requirea enclosing the item in a eonduc t ive meter-
ial . Normally. the greater the conductivity of the enclosure the greater
the attenuation of the electrostatic field and ESD high voltage spark
induced SF@ within the enc loaure.

.- ..-

The protective characteristics of materials needed to protect
ESDS items frem direct discharge from a charged body or person depends upon
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the mr.Lhod of discharge. If the discharge is through an ESDS item ,~ high

resistance to ground is beneficial in reducing the voltage across ESDS
items since the greater part of voltage drop is across the resistance to
ground and the discharge cur’rent through the ESDS item is limited.

7.1.1 Material resiscivity. Measurement parameters ccmmonly used

in describing the resistive properties of materials used for protection
agains ESD are commonly referred to as:

a. Volume resiativity (ohms-cm)
b. Surface reaistivity (ohms per square)
c. Decay t fme (seconds)

7.1.1.1 Volume resistivity (PV) . Volume resist ivity, also referred

to as bulk resiativity, is a constant for a given homogeneous material and
is mathematically derived as f ollova:

From electrical theory, the resistance (F!) of a piece of
material is inversely proportional to the croaa-sectional are~ (A) perpen-
dicular to the flow of current and directly proportional to the leil:Lh of
material (1.) parallel co the flow of the current.

Ra~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1)

therefore,

R = (constant) ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

This constant, known as volume resistivity (%), is published for various
homogeneous materials, and has dimensions of ohm-cm2/cm or ohm-cm.

RA
%

=7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(3 )

l%, resist ivity of a homogeneous material is decerrained by meaauring the
resistance of a piece of the material with known ~tmensions (i.e. , length

(i) , width (w) srd thickness (t).

For a square piece of material “t” is equal to “w” and equation (3) reduces
to:

%
= Rt . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4)

It is evident from equation (2) that the resistance (R) of a bulk conductive
nraterial, such aa a bench top, tote box or parts tray, with a given w can
be varied by varying the thickness of the material. PV ia normally deter-
mined by measuring the resistance (R) of a square of material and multiplying
R by the thickness (t) (equation (4)). ,’~

7.1.1.2 Surface resistivity (Ps) . Surface reslstivity (Oa) is a measu. ~
of the resistance (R) of a square section of material and is normally used
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(.:,. as a resistivity measurement of a thin conductive layer of material over
‘- —

a relatively Insulative base material, but is applicable also to volume
conductive materials. p= haa the dfmenaions of ohms per square and is I

measured across the surface of the material. p~ is equivalent to the re-

siatance measurement (R) taken for determining volume resist ivity for a
square

,.,’

‘*

section of matirial.

os = R (when the area of the specimen is square) . . . . . . . . (5)

of the tvo raaistivity parameters, the surface resiativlty

more representative resiativity measurement because it is a measure
effective material resistance for a given piece of material. However.

is the
of the
it should be noted that reaistivity meaaur=enta are performed on square

pieces of material using the electrodes along opposite sides of the material
square. Moat objects made of ESD protective materials are not square and ,

normally the electrical points of contact do not encompass the complete

OPPOaite edges of the object. Consequently, surface resistivity is only . .

an approximation of the actual resistance of the path between the two elec- ,
trical contact points, such as a person’ a band or finger and a ground connec-
t ion. The actual resistance can be calculated using equation (3). Or

meaaured with an ohm or megohmmeter, using representative electrical contact

sizes and shapes to stimulate a person’s hand and the ground point.

0“
Ps=~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘..-........’..”” (b)

or,

pat = * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (7)

Equationa (6) and (7) show that PS is not cunstant for a

homogeneous material but varies with material thickness (t). ‘1’heref Ore. the
relationship of os to PV is meaningless for a homogeneous bulk conductive

material unless the thickneaa (t) is alao given.

Since surface reaistivity la commonly used as a resistance ---

measurement parameter of laminated materials having a thin conductive sur-
.

fsce over an insulative back, it is used to measure the reaistivity of sur-
face conductive materials such as: hydroscopic ant i-static polyethylene,

nylon and virgin cotton, metal or carbon coated paper, plastica, and other
conduct ively coated or leminated insulative materials. Conduct ive layers on
these materials are usually of near uniform thickness such as the sweat layer
of hygroacopically anti-static material , and the surface resist ivity does not
effectively change by increasing or decreasing the thickness of the base

insulative material if its PV is high in relation to that of the conductive
surface material.

7.1.1.3 Decay time. Decay time is an %ndirect method of measuring
material surface resist ivity. Decay time is measured by charging a sect Ion
of material with a static voltage and meaauring the time for the voltage
to decay to a given level such as 10 percent of its original value. HygrOacOPit
anti-static materiala will show variations In decay time at different rela-
tive humidities. Decay time measurements are used to specify the electro-
static properties for MIL-B-81705 ~terial and is generally directly pro-
portional to surface resistivit y.
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7.1.2 ~s=i=lV.Z.X=.r2!~ctive materials. There are three
b~sjc. classii lcations of ESD protective materials which are based upon
ranges of surface resist ivity. It should be noted that these ranges are

relative and no sharp demarcations exist at extremes of these ranges. Treat-
ment of materials with coatings that decrease surface resist ivity will re-
sult In reclassification of a material to a more conductive category.

7. 1.2.1 Conduct ive prOLective materials. Conductive ESD protective

materials are defined herein as materials having surface resist ivitics of
10L ohms per square or less. Materials such as metals, bulk conduct? .
plas Lies (e. g., MI L-P-82646) , wire impregnated msterials and conductl.c
laminates, can be capable of meeting this resist ivity requirement except

for very, thin pieces of bulk conductive materials or material with sparsely
woven wires or wire mesh. From equation (6) it is evident that a bulk con-
ductive material with a volume resist ivity of 104 .hm-cm would be conductive

based upon a minimum thickness of 0.1 cm (OS - @/t). Material thickness of
less than O. 1 cmwould classify this material as static dissipative rather
than conductive.

7.1.2.2 Static dissipative protective materials. Static aicslpative
materials are those materiala having surface reaistivitiea of >105 and <109
ohms ‘per square. Static dissipative material could include the same materials
as conductive materials except that the thicknesses are lower, wire or wire
mesh inc Iuded therein is finer or more space than in conductive msterials or

volume resiativities are higher.

7. 1.2.3 Anti-static protective materials.—— Anti-static materials are
those materials having surface re~i~tivite~ of ~log a“d <10] * ~hm~ per ~q”are.
These materials include hydroscopic anti-static material= such as MIL-B-81705

Type I I , some melamine laminates, high resistance bulk conductive plastics,
virgin cotton, cellulose based cardboards, wood and paper products, and
Static dissipative or conductive materials having veq aMSII thick~~~se~ .

7.1.3 Resiscivity measurement . Two existing test procedures for——
measuring the resist ivities of conductive, static dissipative and anti-static
materials are:

a. American Society of Testing Ma L.,. ials procedure, ASTM-
0-991 for conductive materials;

b. American Society of Testing Ksterials procedure, ASTM-
0-257 for static dissipative, anti-static and Insulating materials.

Add itionally the method for measuring decay time is provided in Federal Test

Method Standard No. 101, Test Method No. 4046, “Electrostatic Properties of
Msterial”.

i

. ...

7.1.4 Triboelectric properties. Many anti-static materials such
as: MIL-B-81705 Type II, virgin cotton, unfinished wood and some paper
products provide good protection against generation of static electricity
from triboelectric effect. As described in 4.2, the amount of charge
created by triboelectric effect is dependent upon factora such as surface

smoothness, lubricity, contact area, pressure, and speed of rubbing.
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k’-+ Hydroscopic type anti-static materials possessing sweat layers have good
lubricity characteristics and generally are poor generators of static.

Many conductive and static dissipative materials also pro-
vide protection from triboelectric generation. Some metals, however, will
create significant charges from triboelectric generation as is indicated
in the triboelectric series. Aluminum, for example, when rubbed with a
common plaatic can generate substantial electrostatic ~harges. Although a

conductive material distributes a charge over ita surface, the other sub-
stance with which it is rubbed or from which it is separated, especially if
it is insulative, can become highly charged.

‘i\

7.1.4.1 Triboelectric measurement. Triboelectric generation is rela-
tive between two different materials. There are numerous variables that
affect the amount of charge or voltage generated by triboelectric action
which have not been standardized. No standardized methode, therefore, have

.-. ....

been developed for triboelectric generation measurements. Fixtures have
been developed to measure triboelectric generation of materials but are

limited in their capabilities and require stringent controIs. A more limited

but practical method of estimating the triboelectric generation capability

of a msterial is to rub that material briskly or separate it from a knowl

static generator such as common polyethylene and meaaure the resultant VOI t.-
ages on either or both materials with an electrostatic field meter. This

test can be used on bench tops, packag ;.ng materials, floors, clothing or any

other material. Conductive or static dissipative materials will generally
distribute the charges over these surfaces faster than the meter can respond ,

;disallowing accurate measurements. If conductive or static dissipative
: materials are held or touched by a person during the rubbing or separation

: action, the charge will be conducted to the person, again invalidat ifig the

test results.

7.1.5 Shaped forms. ESD protective materials whether conductive,
static dissipative or anti-static, are capable of being formed into many
shapes. For example, metals can be cast, stamped or pieces welded into most
any shape while most conductive, static dissipative and anti-stat ic plastic

materials can be molded into formed shapes. Fiberboard, melamine laminates
and other materials in laminated or homogeneous form can be constructed into
boxes and various other shapes. Available formed shapes include the
following:

a. Sheets and plates - provided in various eizea and thick-
nesses for usa as work bench tops, f loore, floor msta, wraps and coverings;

b. Formed parts trays, vials, carriers, boxee, bottles and
other custom shapes;

c. Rigid shorting bars and clips - used for electrical
shorting of ESDS part leads and higher asaembly connectors;

d. Foam used for shorting part leads, aasembly connectors, nr
as a cushioning for packaging;

e. Bubble pack material or open cell plastic foam - used for
a cushioning for packaging such as MIL-P-81997 and PPP-c-1842 Type III
Style A) ;
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f. Flexible materials in the form of bags such as MIL-B-

82467, trash can liners, seat covers, and persomel apparel including
smcxks, gauntlets and finger cots;

x. Personnel ground straps - insulated wire or flexible
straps of the conductive plastic used in the form of personnel ground strap
cables;

h. Heel grounders - flexible formed strips of the COIIJ Jctive
plastics placed inside the shoe and connected to the outside shoe heel used
to ground perao&el to the bottom 0 f the ShOe heel;

i. Conduct ive shoes - conductive rubber or plastic inner and.

outer soles and heels;

j. Conduct ive, static dissipative and anti-static carpeting
and f 100ring, including carbon Impregnated vinyl tiles and terrazzo floors.

7.1.6 Appllcatlon information 6f ESD protective mste. ?als. General

aPPiicatiOn for the three classifications of ESD protective mate=als are
provided in table VI. Additional application information for various form<d
shapes of. ESD protective materiala is provided in table VII. It ehould be
noted that the information provided in these tablas is relative from one

material type to another. Also, it should be emphasized again that there
are no clear demarcations between the three types of materiala listed, that @

Is, the properties of a conductive material at the higher and of its resis- ‘—- ‘- ‘-
t ivit y range could be equivalent in properties to a static dissipative mater-

ial at the lower and of its resiativity ranga.

7.1.7 Topical antistats. Topical ant.istats are chemical agents

which when applied to surfaces of insulative materials will reduce their
ability to generate. static. Topical antistats are generally liquids con-
sisting of a carrier and an antis tat. The carrier is the vehicle used to
transport the ant fstat to a material. It acts as a solvent a“d r-a” be water,
alcohol or mineral spirits, or other compatible c?aterial. The antistat la
the material which remains deposited On the Mterial ~urface after the carr-
ier evaporates and provides the static control fuuction. Some antistats
are detergent type materials which when combined wlch the moisture in the
air wet the surface of the material on which they are deposited. These
ant I stats are classified as hygroacopic and their ef f activeness IS reduced

under low relative humidity. Other antistats are available which are not as
humidity dependent. They reduce the generation of static by increasing sur-
face lubricity and surface conductivity. Generally, varying the ratio of
antis tat and carrier will provide surface resistance control when approp-
riately applied to the matarial. The primary effect ‘of topical antistats
is to reduce the static generation by triboelectric ef feet. Topical anti-
stats can be brushed, sprayed, rolled, dipped, mopped, wiped or otherwise
applied to floors, carpets, work bench tops, parts trays, parts carriers,
chairs, walls, ceilings, tools, paper, plastics and clothing to render them

—.. .

ESD protective to varying degrees. Some antistats are also good cleaners and
can be mixed with water to clean surfaces such as floors and bench tops and

at the same time render them anti-static.
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Caution should “Le observed t’~at the tupical antistats are
not applied to electrical circuit boards, parts or assemblies since they
can increase conductivity or possibly affect solderability. ‘topical anti-
stats can be removed during cleaning operations and the clez.ned surfaces
may require re-treatment . Topical antistats can provide protection for an
extended period of time depemlin~ upon factors such as application rate and
the amount of handling. Their effectiveness should be periodically checked:
by rubbing with a material such as common polyethylene and monitoring t},<
charge and its decay time with an electrostatic fielti meter, or by mess{, - ng
the surface resist ivity of a sample of the material using appropriate te. L
equipment (see 7.1.3). Items made of ES12 protective macezi~ls that require
periodic [ reatmenc with a topical antis tat should have a stick Y showing the
date thaL Lhe LSD protective properties of these items should Le rechecked.
Such items cpuld include tote boxes, trays and gauntlets.

Characteristics to be considered
add it ion to its anti-static properties Include:

a. Inhibits bacterial growth;

b. Non-toxicity;

c. Non-corrosivity;

d. Non-flammability;

e. Non-irritating to personnel.

7.2 ESD protective equipment.

in selecting an antistat in

,———.————

7.2.1 Ionizers . Ionizers dissipate electrostatic charges by ion-
izing air molecules, forming both positive and negative ions. The positive
ions aKc attracted to negatively charged bodies and negative ions to posi-
t ivel y charged bodies, resulting in charge neutralization.

7.2.1.1 Ionized air can be used where effective grounding cannot be
accomplished to bleed-off static charges, or to dissipate charges on insul-
ators where grounding would not be effective. Ionizers are also useful in
dissipating charges where spraying actiona such as b.ndblasting and painting
are per formad. l%ree methods commonly employed to Ionize air are radio-
active, electric and static comb. Radioactive msterial provides alpha par-
ticles which ionize the air. The electrical method employs a high voltage
square wave signal to ionize air. The static comb, similar to the lightning
rod concept , employs needle points where the charge conce”tratio” on the
point can ionize air. This ‘ based on the principle chat self-repulsion
of charge from a non-spherical body will cause the charge to concentrate on
lhc surface having the least radius of curvature. The radioactive material
used in ionized air blowers is provided under lIcense from the U.S. Nuclear
Regu latory Commission and therefore blowers “SIng radioactive materials are
leased. In addition, due to half-life considerations, the radioactive mater-
ials must be replaced periodically, typically once a year.

7.2.1.2 Air from ionizers should contain nearly equal amounts of
positive and negative ions co dissipate both the negative a“d positive
charges produced when static electricity is generated. &r imbalance of
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positive and negative ions can result in residual voltages over the ion-
ized area. Placement of ionizers should be in accordance with the manu-
facturer’ a recommendation or as determined through experience. Manuf ac-
turer’s apecif icat ions normally provide data with respect to decay time
versus the distance and the an~le of the ionizer to the charged area. 10n-

izers can take several seconds or even minutes to dissipate charges, de-
pending upon the amount of charge and the distance of the charge from the
ionizing source. Ionizers should be turned on for at least 2 to 3
minutes to allow charges in the area to be neutralized. Some ionizers can
laave residual voltages high enough to damege some sensitive ESDS items.

Selection and placement of ionizers for adequate ESD control will require

meaaurament of residual voltages in the area to be protected and comparison
with tbe voltage aenaitivity levels of ESDS items being handled .

7.2.1.3 From an occupational health standpoint it should be noted that:

some ionizers develop high voltages which could cause dangerous electrical
shock to personnel; other considerate ions in the use of electrical ionizers are

the development of electromagnetic Interference and the production of ozone
which can cause nausea in personnel. (NOTE: Code of Federal Regulations

Occupational Safety and Health Standard, Air Contaminants, Part 1910.1000,
Chapter XVII, Title 29, def inea the maximum allovable concentrate ion for

ozone in a personnel work area) . Nuclear ionizers could affect radiat ion
detecting film badgea worn by persons in nuclear areas.

7.2.2 Electrostatic detectors. Types of electrostatic detectors in-
ciude electrometer amplifiers, electrostatic voltmeters, electrostatic field
maters, and leaf deflection electroscopes. Connnonly used detectors include
electrostatic field meters which are battery operated and portable. Field
meters provide readinga of the electrostatic fields produced by charged
bodies using a non-contact probe or sensor, and provide readings in electro-
static field strength or electrostatic voltage at a calibrated distance from
a charged body. Some electrostatic field meters use radioactive sources
alpilar to those of radioactive ionizers. Nuclear meters will cause beta
fogging of radiat ion detecting film badgea under certain circumstances, re-
sulting in possible false radiation exposure indications. Their use aboard
nuclear powered vehicles or in other areas containing nuclear equipment is
not advisable. Electrostatic detectors can be used for monitoring the
magnitude of electrostatic charges existing on materials, objects or people.

Additionally, they can be used to meaaure the approximate magnitude of elec-
trostatic chargea generated by personnel movements and the triboelectric
charges generated by rubbing two subatancea together. Elect roatat ic meters

can alao be used to evaluate the ability of packaging material to shield against
electrostatic fields by enclosing the meter probe or acnaor inside the pack-
aging material and moving a charged object near and around the covered probe.

7.2.2.1 A basic limitation of electrostatic meters is their response
time. Most meters are incapable of reapondlng to pulses with fast rise
and short pulse widths. For measurement of pulses with very fast rise and
decay times, a high speed storage oscilloscope can be used for static
charges that are generated and dissipated in shorter times than the re-
sponse time of a meter.

7.2.2.2 For casual monitoring and for certifying l?SD protected areas
where Class 2 or Class 3 icams are handled, small portable electrostatic
field meters may be used. However, for certifying areas where class .1

... —-.+ --.,
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items are handled, mmre accurate laboratory.type detectore may be required.
In summary, chcracteriatics to coneider in eelecting an electroatat ic de-.
tector are:

a. Sensitivity in terme of minimum voltage level that can
be accurately maaaured;

b. Re8ponae time;

c. Range of voltage that cam be meaeured;

d. Accuracy in varioua ranges;

e. Radioactive or electrically operated;

f. Portability;

8. Ruggedneaa;

h. Simplicity of mperat ion end redabilit y;

i. Acceaaoriea such as remote probes, and strip Cbrt re-

corder output.

7.2.3 Protective flooring. Protective flooring materiala are avail-
able in the form of conductive, static diaaipative and anti-static carpettig,
vinyl sheeting, vinyl floor tiles and terrazzo. Conduct iva adhesivea should
be used in applying conductive vinyl flooring. Hard aurfacad flwag
should not be waxad alnce waxed aurfacea are highly reaiative and prone to
stat ic generation. Conductive ahoea, -ahoe covers or heel groundera should
ba used to discharge peopla when employing conductive flmora. These it-
ahould only be worn in the ESD protected areaa and” ehould be kapt cleam ao
that ccmtaminanta do not inhibit their conduct iva imterf ace with the floor.
People sitting at work benchaa in aq ESD protected area often lift their feet

from the floor to the work stool, thus. eliminating’ the benef ita of tha
flooring. Therefore, the uae of grounded cmnduct ive work etoola are often
needed with protect ive f 100ring.. ldhan conductive floore are wired to ground
they ahmuld contain a suitable resistance to limit current to a aaf e level.

7.2.3.1 Painted or sealed concrete floors and finished wood floors
are typically prime generators of static electricity end should ba covered
with ESD protective f 100ring or floor mata, or treated with a tropical anti-

etat. The flooring should be periodically teated by meaauring the amount
of charge gene rat ad by personnel walkir g acroae t$e floor, uai.ng en elect ro-
atatic field mater.

7.2.4 Static senaora and alarma. Static leval alarm ayatema are
available for cmnatantly monitoring tha levels of static electricity gener-

ated in a protected area. Some ayatems have multiple remote aenaors vhich
can monitor eeveral stations simultaneously. Some syatema alao contain
strip chart recorders which provide a permcnemt record of static levels
within an area.

r
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7.2.5 Tran$ient suppressors. Some transient suppressors, de-

pending on the pulse width and shape, could reduce the voltage and energy
flowing into an electrical circuit to levels sufficiently low to avoid

damage to parts at the assembly levels. Suppressors include tin, zinc or

bismuth oxide voltage-dependent resistors (VDRS) , often referred to as
metal oxide variators, Silicon Voltage Ltiiters, R-C Networks and Selen-
ium Stacks. Prior to making an ultimste judgment on any given type of

suppressor, a final analysis should consider voltage levels to be encoun-
tered, response time of the suppressor, peak current, leakage current,
energy absorption, operating temperature range, life, size and cost, and

the voltage protection level desired.

7.2.6 Personnel ground straps. Personnel handling ESDS items should

wear a skin-contact wrist, leg or ankle ground strap. The function of such
straps is to rapidly dissipate personnel static chargea safely to ground
and equalize personnel static levels with that of the work surfaces. In

lieu of a personnel ground strap, alternate personnel grounding methods
could be used Consisting of conductive ahoes, conductive chairs, heel

grounders, and ESD protective floors (see 7.2.3).

7.2.6.1 Personnel ground strap considerations. Wrist, ankle, and

le~ ground straDs should have a minimum resistance needed to prevent these
gr~u~ds from po~ing a personnel safety hazard. For example, i typical
250,000 ohms resistance ground strap will protect people up to 1,250 volts
AC RMS or DC by limiting current to 5 milliamperes (see figure 2). The re-

..-.,. / ~istance to ground should be kept to a mfnfmum since higher resistances ‘tO

ground increase residual voltages on people performing static generating

motions (see 7.3.3.2.1). Personnel ground atrapa are basically of two

types:

a. Carbon impregnated plaatic ground straps incorporate
their own built-in resistance. l%is type of strap should be insulated over
its length to prevent it f mm touching a hard ground and, thereby providing
a 10V resistance to ground;

b. Insulated net al conductor ground straps containing a
serie’s resistor are commonly used. The resistor should be located near the
point of contact to the person’s akin to reduce the chances of the cable

shorting to ground such as by fraying and shunting the strap’s resistance.

The personnel ground strap should be connected to the work
bench top at a common terminal where the work bench cable to ground is also
connected {see figure 2) . This grounding technique equalizes the potentials

between the person and the work bench top.

The personnel ground strap should contain an alligator clip
or other quick release mechanism at its connection to the work bench so

that the strap will release in emergencies without injury to the person.
The strap should also have an easy release connection at the point of con-
tact to the wrist, andkle or leg as an added safety precaut ion and for ease

-. -. of disconnect when the person leaves the work area.
,

7.2.7 Personnel apparel . People handling ESDS items should wear

long sleeved protective smocks or close-fitting, short sleeved shirts or
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blouses. Long sleeves of shirts or blouses should be rolled up or covered
with protect ive gauntlets banded to the bare wrist and extending tok-ard the

elbow. Gauntlets covering the wrists to elbows can be used to cover long
sleeved apparel which is not msde of ESD protective msterial. Some working

situations could require additional protection, such as the use of aprons
made of ESD protective msteriala. Finger cots where used should also be
of ESD protective materials. Smocks, gloves or finger cots of common plas-
tic, rubber or nylon should never be used in protected areas. Protect ive

aPParel shOuld be frequently checked, especially after cleaning, by scan,. ing
persomel with sn electrostatic field meter to monitor for d~ging ESD

voltages.

7.2.8 Grounded work benches. Work benches which contact ESDS

items and personnel should have ESD protective work surfaces (ace 7.1) over

the area vhere ESDS items would be placed. Pareonnel ground straps are a
necessary supplement to ESD protective work bench surfaces to prevent
psople from discharging an ESD through an ESDS item to the work bench sur-
face. Work bench surf aces should be connected to ground t brough a ground
cable. The resistance in the bench top ground cable should b. ~.ocated at
or near the point of contact with the work bench top and should be hibh

enough to limit any leaksge current to 5 milliamperes or lese considering
the highest voltage source within reach of grounded people and sll parallel
resistances to ground such aa wrist ground straps, table tops and conduc-

tive floors. See figure 2 for a typical EBD grounded work bench.

7.2.9 Shunting bars, clips, conductive foams. The terminals of
ESDS items should be shorted together using metal shunting bars, metal
clips or non-corrosive conductive foama (see 7.1) . To act as an adequate
shun t., the resistance of the shunting material should be orders of msgnitude
below the minimum impedance between any two pins of the ESDS part. Shunts
will not always protect an item from an ESD. ESDS parts with non-conductive
caaes, or assemblies subjected to electrostatic fields or direct ESD could
result in dam%gi”g induced current flow within the ESDS item to the shunt.

For parts with metal cases the shunt should also contact the case. For
part? with non-conductive cases and for ESDS assemblies, the shunting mater-

ials should be wrapped around the ESDS item.
I

PERSO~EL

, GRO~ STRt@

~#(
ESD PROTEC-
TIVE I’MYS,

ESD PROTECTIVE

SHUNTS , ETC.
TABLE TOP

I

COMMON ESD PROTECTIVE
GROUNO FLOOR OR MAT

FIGUR2 2. TVP ical ESD grounded work bench
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flew soldering

E.lectrlcal equipment, tools, soldering irons, solder pots,
equipment. Soldering irons, solder pots, or flov soldering

eouiument should be hard zrounded and transformer or direct current isolated

f;om” the power line, The-resistance reading from the tip of a hot soldering
iron to ground should be leas than 20 ohms ao that the voltage buildup will
be less than 15 volts. Other electrical power equipment which comes into con-
tact with ESDS items should alao be grounded. ESD protective aolder suckere
such as the metallized or protective typea should be used. Ineulated han-
dles of hand tools should be checked for static generation and periodically
treated with an antiatat if required. Small hand tools which have been
frequently handled often accumulate ekin misture which may render them ESD
protective.

7.2.11 Test equipment. Teat equipment should have ●ll exposed

metallic eurfaces electrically connected via a grounded plug to the test
equipment power system or other hard ground. For peraennal eafety from
electrical shock, teat equipment should not be placed on conductive work
bench aurfacea since it could result in herd grc.....iing that surface. Test
equip~nt could be placed on high resiatence enti-static material depending

upon the magnitude of nearby voltage aourcea. Ground fault interrupters
should be used in electrical receptacle used for pewering test equipment
aa an added personnel safety precaution.

7.2.12 Temperature chembere. Temperature chambera should be equipped

o

with grounded baffles to diaaipate charges in circulated air. Alternately,

ionized air can be used in the chamber to diaaipate static charges caused by
air flow, or shields can be used to divart the charged air away from ESDS
iteme in the chamber. Caution should be used in cooling chambers with C02
since the evaporation of tha C02 can generate high static chargea. Parts

tested in temperature chambers should be placed in ESD protective tote boxes
or trays on grounded metal racks within the chamber. The thermal stability
of ESD protective materials used in temperature chambers should be suitable
over the teat temperature rangea.

7.2.13 Spraying. cleentig, Daintimg, nmd sandblasting equipment.
Ionized air blowers, conductive solvents , or ionized nozzlas should be used
aa applicable to prevent electrostatic charge buildup in the work area when
apray lug, cleaning, paint lug or eandblast log ESDS items. The use of a vet
blast conductive or entistatically treated slurry with a maximum volume
resistivity of 500 ohm-cm aheuld be used in.ete.ad of dry sandblasting. Lev
reaiativity solvents such aa ethanol mixed with the normal cleaning solvent
result a in improved cent rol of charge ganerat ion.

7.2.14 Relative humidity. Eumid air helps to dieeipate electrostatic

chergea by keeping surf acea moist, therefore Increasing surface cenduct iv-
ity . Substantial electrostatic voltage levele can accumulate with a de-

creaae in relative humidity (see table III). R-ever. it ia aIeO evident

from table III that significant electrostatic voltages can still. be gener-
ated with relative humidity as high as 90 percent. Relative humidity between

40 percent and 60 percent in ESD protective areas is desirable as long as it
does not result in accelerating rust formation or reeult in other detrimen-
tal effects such as PUS delamination during soldering. Where high relative

humidity levels cannot be maintained, the uae of ionized air should be used
to dissipate electrostatic chargea.
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7.3 Grounding considerations.

7.3.1 General. The safety requirements of MIL-STD-454, Kaquirement

1 should be considered in the construction of MD protected areas and at

grounded work banches to reduce the chance of elactrlcal shock to personnel.

7.3.1.1 Current rather than voltage is the most important variable
“in eetablis’.ing the criterion for shock inteneity. Thrae factors that

determine the severity of electrical shock are: (1) megnitude of curres.t
flowing through the body; (2) path of current through the body; and (3)’

duration of time that the currant flows thr0u8h the b~y.. me vOltaEe

aecasaary to produce a fatal current 18 dependent upom the reaiatance of
tha body, contact c~ditions ;“ and tha path through tha body (see table VIII).

7.3.1.2 Sufficient current passing through any part of the body will
cauae severe burne and hemorrhages. However, relatively small currents
can be lethal if the path includes a vital part of the body, such aa the
heart or lungs. Electrical burme are usually produced by i,eat from the arc
which okcura when the body touchee a high-voltaga circuit. Electrical burns

are alao csuaed by paeaage of electrical current through the skfn and t ieaue.
A.C. curranta of 4 to 21 milliamperes can cauae reflex action. Although not

electrically dangeroua thie could rasult in other eafaty hazarde to paopla

or equipment,

7.3.1.3 There are varioua methods of facomoratin8 adequata safe-

guards for peraoanal,
e Ign procedural.

TASLE VIII.

many of theee mathode being- itapliclt in ‘routine de-

Effects of electrical current on humana
(Ref. : MIL-S3Q-454)

E
o-1
1-4
4-21
21-40
40,-100
Over 100

0-4
4-15
15-80
80-160

160-300

Over 300

.I?.ff ecra I
Perception

Surprise
Reflex action
Muecular inhibiti.en
Respiratory block

Usually fatal
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_—e 7.3.2 Ground potential of electronic test equipment and tools.

The design and construction of the ESD protected area and ESD grounded wrk

benches should eneure that all external parts, surfaces, and ehields in

electronic test equipment snd power tools are at a commnn ground potential
at all times during normal opez’ation. The design should include consldera-

t ion of ground faults and voltage limits eetabl ished where hazardous volt-
ages or current exiet. Any external or Interconnecttig cable, where a ground
la part of the circuit, should terry a ground wire in the cable terminated

at both ende in the same memer as the other conductors. In no case, ex-
cept with coaxial cables, should the shield be depended upon for a current-
carrying ground connect ion. Pluge and convenience outlets for uee with
met al caeed portable tools end equipment should have provisions for auto-
matically grounding the metal frame or caae of toole and equipment when the

plug is mated with receptacle, and the grounding pin should =ke first,

break last. Cautiona should be required in locating such tools and teet
equipment on grounded wrk benches with metal or other conductive coveri~gs
since the hard case ground of the tool and teet equipment grounded cases
can shunt the protective resistance in the wrk banch ground cable. As aa

added precaution for personnel eafety ground fault interrupters should be
used with teat equipment. The ground fault interrupter senses leakage cur-

rent from faulty test equipment end interrupts the circuit almost instan-
taneously when these currente reach a potentially hazardous level. CAUTION

M7JST BE OBSERVED IN FMPLOYING PARALLEL PATRS TO GROUND TNAT COULD REDUCE

EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE OF PXRSONS ‘IV GROUNO TO UNSAPE LEVELS. Personnel

—- movements in conjunction with wrist straps, table tops and floor ~ts cOuld

Q
result in such parallel patha.

7.3.3 Ground potent isl of grounded work benches. Grounded work
benches should be soft grounded to elimimete the esfety hazard of touching
a high voltage circuit with one hand and a hard ground with the other. A

soft ground ehould i.mcorporate appropriate resistance to limit currents
from accessible voltage sources to 5 milliamperes.

7.3.3.1 Grounding msteriala. Work bench surfaces should be coverea

with ESD protective meterials and grounded. . A method for connecting ground
cablea is as follows:

a. Attach the ESD protective msterial to the work bench
eurface with steel screws ulth approx~tel~ 2.5 cm diameter steel flat
washers under the screw heads or by means such as double-faced carpet
tape with one steel screw and steel waaher under the screw head;

b. Connect one terminal of the resistive ground cable be-

tween the screw head and the metal waaher. Connect the terminal on the
other end of the resistive ground cable to esrth, power or ship’s hull
ground;

●

c. If a mclemine laminate ie used for the ESD prot e’ct ive

table top, the screw for attaching the ground cable should extend into the
material layers since the inner layers are more conductive than the finished
surface.

7.3.3.2 Grounding cons iderat ions.

for ESD protected area and grounded work

’47

Safety and ground ing
bench are as follows:

considerate ions
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a. Cables and resistors shc.uld have ample current carrying
capacity. Since the work bench ground is for bleeding off electrostatic
charges a half watt resistor is usually sufficient;

b. Ground cable connect ions should be cent inuous and perm-
anent;

c. Resistance (s) to ground should be high enough, consid-

ering all rarallel paths, to limit leakage current to personnel to 5 milli-
amperes maxinmm based upon the highest voltage eource accessible by gr.- ~ded
personnel. Such voltage sources include power sources and .e~t equipme,lt;

d. The ground cable and connection msterial should be of
sufficient mechanical strength to minimize the possibility of inadvertent
ground disconnect ions. Protection to less than 5 milliamperes may be ad-
visable where reflex act ion could cause problems;

e. Work bench tops, floor mats, ground straps and other ESD
protected area grounds used to discharge static electricity ;hould be connec-

ted to earth, power system or other hard ground as appropriate, zhrovgh current
limiting resistances. The wrist atrap should be connected to ground through
the work bench top ground point (see figure 2) . Work benches should not
be connected in series with one another becauae the series reaiatances are
additive resulting in higher ESD dissipation timaa. Also, opening Of one
ground cable could affect the openfng of other work bench ground cablea;

f. Locate resiatancea in persorud ground straps and work
bench tops ground cables as described in 7.2.6.1 and 7.2.8;

—

g. Electrically cmnr~ect carriera, holders, or containers
together before transferring ESD sensitive parta from nne to tha other.

7.3.3 .2.1 ESD ground resistance cons lderat ions. Wheraas the safety
considerations provide the minimum resistance to ground for protection of
personnel, the maximum resistance to hard ground for personnel grounding
should be limited by the decay t Ime for an alectroatat ic charge. This decay

time is determined by the human capacitance and resistance and the resis-
tance of other ground paths to hard ground. The t-cay t ims should be short
enough to diaaipate charges at or belmv the rate at which they are normally
generated.

8. OPERATING PROCEDURES

C.1 Organ lzationa affected by ESD controls. An effective ESD
control program requires the coordination and intagratimn of various Org~i-

zationa or functions within e facility and a ayatem of chacka and balances.
Organizat imna affected generally includs:

a. Acquisition .-
/“-

9\

b. Design engineering;

c. Reliability engineering;
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d. Quality assurance;

o

e. Manufacturing

f. Test and fia>d enginoer?~g;

g. Packagimp, md “- ,;.-:.

8.1.1 Functions. From ~. $uncf ionel etandpoimt ESD operating pro-
cedures apply to:

a. Daaign end drafting;

b. Imapection;

c. Teat;

d. ffanufacturing and pzocesaing;

e. A.esambly;

f. Maintenance, repair am? rework;

g. Packaging and marking;

h. Installation;

i. Transportation;

j. Failure .z-alyeia.

8.2 General guidelines for hemdliru? ESDS iteme. The following
genaral guidelimea are applicable to the handling of ESDS items:

a. People handling ESDS items should be trained in ESD pre-
cautionary procedure, teated for competency and certified. Untrained

personnel should not be allowed to handle ESDS items when the items are
outaide of the ESD protective packaging;

b. Wham not act ivaly werkimg wfth EEDS items, using the
terminals for testing, or inserting the terainals of a part in a FWS or
aaaambly electrical amcket, ahunta such aa bara, clips, or nm-corrosive

conduct ive foam or protective covering ehould be used to protect the item
from triboelectric generatfen, direct discharge, electrostatic fields and

El@ from high voltage ESD spark discharge. When Inserting part leads into
PUS tarmimal holes or making connections to part leads, shorting bars, clip9
or conductive foam should be ineerted over the cennector terminala at the

FWS or higher aaaembly level. For protection from electrostatic fields and
W from high voltage ESD apark discharge, conductive outer wrapping should
be used, especially when being transported out aide of ESD protected areas;

c. People m6intainicg ESDS equip=n t where personnel ground
straps cannot be used should ground themselves DrioT to remeving ESDS items
from their protective packaging. When being handled out of their protective

4.?
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packaging, ESDS itams st.ould be handled by the shunting device, without
touching ESDS pares or electrical rkns;

d. The leads or connector terminals of ESDS it’sma should
not be probed by multimeters’ (VOM) . If this is not practical, touch ground

with the electrical test equipment probes before probing the ESDS item;

e. Tools and test equipment used in ESD protective areas

should be properly grounded; hand coo is shouid not cent a in imsulat ion on
the handles or if used, tools with Insulated handles should be treated with
a topical antietat;

f. Power should not be applied to equipmsnt .or assemblies

while ESDS items, especially chose containing kfOS devices, are being re-
moved or inserted. Additional precautions for MOS are as follows:

(1) Signals should not be applied to the inputs while
MOS device power is off;

(2) When testing M(3S, all unused input leads sfvuSd be
connected to either source ground or VSS or supply, VDD, whichever is

appropriate for the circuit involved;

(3) Prior to pexforfwnce of dielectric or insulation
resistance tests, FfOS should be :emoved from the equipmsnt;

(4) Check ail pover suppiies used for testing ESDS itsms

to assure there are no voltage transients present;

(5) Check test equipment for proper voltage polarity be-
fore conduct ing parameter or functional testing;

8. Assure that all containers, tools, test equipment, and
fixtures used in ESD protective areas are grounded before and during use

either directly or by contacting with a grounded surface. Grounding of elec-
trical test equipment should be via a grounded plug, not through the conduc-
t ive surf ace of the ESD groundei work station;

h. Electrically connect carriera, hol~ers or containers
together before transferring ESDS parta from one to the other;

i. Work instructions, test pr~cedures, drawinga and similar
documanta used in ESD proteczed areas shouid not be covered in cmown plas-
tic sheeting or containers;

j. Drevings for ESi)S items should be marked with the ESD
sensitive electronic symbol, warnings, pracautl~s, and handling procedures
as applicable;

k. Usnuf ac turimg, process, sssembl y and inspection work in-
structions should identify ESDS itam~ as fee~ed for ESDS control amd require
that such itams be handled out of their ESD protective packaging only by

trained personmel and only in ESi, procecteci areas;

o=..,.,

\
,/” @

@./-’” \\

‘\
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● 1. Personnel handling ESDS items should avoid physical ac-
tivities which are static producing in the vicinity of ESDS items. Such

activities include wiping feet snd removing or putting on smocks;

m. Peraomnel’ hendling ESDS items should wear ESD protective
clothing (ace table II). Such clothing should be monitored periodically
with static meters. Close-fitting, short sleeved “street” garments are
acceptable for ESD purpoaea provided they do not contact ESD itsms directly.
Common synthetic clothing should be regarded as a static hazard and work
habita should ~ developed to prevent ita contact with ESDS items. Gloves
and finger cotk, if used, should be msde of ESD protective mst erial;

n. Periodic cent Irsuit y end res iativity checks of personnel
ground st rapa betweem skin contact point eutf ground cmnnect ion, ESD grounded

work bench surf aces, conduct ive floor mets and other conmec t ions to ground
.,“

should be performed periodically with suitable test equipment such as a
megohmmeter to assure conformance to grounding re.vistivity requirements;’ ~.

/ o. Neutralize charges of ESD protective packsging cent aining

# ESDS item b y placing the packaged item on en ESD grounded work bench sur-
face to remove any charge prior to openfng tha peckagissg mterial. A.lter-
nataly, chsrgea can be removad by grounded personnel touching the package;

P. Remova ESDS items from ESD protective packaging using

n finger or matal graaping tool only after grounding and then placa on the
ESD grounded work banch surface;

When testing ESDS items in test chembera using carbon
dioxide or nitr~gen gas for cooling, the chembar should be equipped with
grounded baffles and ehelvee, on which equipment rests, that are grounded
to dissipata electrostatic chargaa created by the flow of the gas. In-line
ionizers for the gas are needed whan the chsmbars or ESDS items have insul - ‘,...
sting surfaces;

r. When ESDS items are msnually clesned with brushes, only
brushes with natural briatlea should be ueed snd ionized air ehould be
directed over the cleaning ares to diaaipata any static charges. All auto-

met ic clesning aquipment should be grounded if pract icabla and leads and
connectors of ESDS items should be shorted together during the c lesn ing oper -
at ion. Conduct iva cleaning aolvants should be used where practicable when

cleaning ESDS itsms;

s. Caution should ba obaervad in using aolventa such as
acetona and slcohol or other cleaning agante for cleening ESD protective
msteriala. The use of such solvents can reduce the effectiveness of some

ESD protective msterials, especially thoaa employing detergent type anti-
stats which bleed to the surface to form a sweat layer with moisture in the
air;

t. ‘he caaea or chassis grounds of test equipment and ESDS
items being tested should be electrically connected together prior to

connecting or disconnecting any teat cablea. When connecting test cables,
shunting bars should remsin in place until chasais grounds are shorted.
Shunting bars should be replaced “poss removal of test cables.
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8.3 Sample operac ing Prbcedur<:s.

8.3.1 Acquisition. Procedures are as follows :

a. Incorporate ESD control program requiremsnte on all
acquisitions related to design and handling of ESDS items;

b. Work with quality assurance to ansure subcontractors
and SUPPI Iera comply with ESD control program requirements;

c. Msintain listing of supply sources of BSD protectfi-.

equipment and msteriala.

8.3.2 Design engineering. Procedures are as follow:

a. Identify all items recommended for uee in the design
that are ESDS and their sensitivity levels;

b. Select parts that offer the greatest lmmm’ ty from ESD
conaiatsnt with meeting performance requirement. For example, if r!GS de-
vices are used, eelect those which Imclude maximum imtermal protection;

“\
,.-.-

a
\

c. Design protection circuitry into assemblies. Implemant
protective circuitry at the lowest practical level of assembly;

d. Perform circuit analysis to determine whether aaaemblies

containing ESDS parta are adequately protected;

e. Ensure parte end aasembly drawings and other related

engineering documentation include ESD msrkings as follows:

(1)

(2)

The MIL-STD-129 aenaitive electronic device symbol;

The ESD caution msrking:

“CAUTION -- ELECTROSTATIC SF!NSIT2VE DEVICE:
Remove electrostatic protection at uae or
in protected area. Reuse packaging mster-
ials for the unserviceable item. See DOD-
HDBK-263 for protective handllng or testing
measures for this item. ”

(3)
labeling requirement or reference to existing documented procedures;

Applicable special ESD handl Ing, packsg ing and

-...F

(4) Directions for msrking ESDS” aesembliea with the

lfIL-Sl%129 ESD eensit ive electronic device symbol. Marking of the Ems
aaaembly should be visible when the item ia inetalled ~. its next hi6her

aammbly;

f. Ensure equipment and cabinet level drawimga contain:
I

(1) The MIL-STD-129 sensitive electronic devic~ ewbOl
if EBDS itam(s) are contained therein;
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(2) Direct ions for labeling equipment cabinet containing
5SDS items with the 1411.-STD-129 symbol and caution as follows:

“CAUTION -- THIS EQUIFT!ENT CONTAINS
PARTS SENSITIVE TO DAMAGE BY ELEC-
TROSTATIC DISCHARGE (Em) . USE Em
PRECAUTIONARY PROCEDURES UHSN TOUCHING,
REMOVING OR INSERTING PARTS OR

ASSEMBLIES . “

6- Aaaist in failure enelyeia and implementation of correc-
t ive act ion;

h. Present deeign conelderations and conformance to ESD re-

quirements at all design reviews.

8.3.3 Rel iabil~. Procedures

a. Review parts list to
sensitivity levels, msintain ESDS parte

b. Perform ESD testing;

are aa follovs:

identify ESDS items, determine 13SDS
data for uee by Design Engineerh6;

c. Work with Design to detect and classify possible ESD
related f allures or degraded performance;

possible ESD

lated latent

d. halyze production and field information to detect
related failures or degraded performance;

e. Be alert to part performance degradation due to ESD re-
failures;

f. Ensure ESD design requirements are adequately implemented
in the hardware design;

6. Ensure failure
modes.

8.3.4 Quality Aesurance.

8.3.4.1 Quality control.

analysis properly considers ESD failure

Procedures are as follows:

a. Determine the requirements for the establishment of pro-
tected areas and grounded work benches. Certify the adequacy of protected
areas and grounded work benches Drier to their use. Document certification
test procedures and data;

b. Ensure the use of
personnel grounding at all necessary
outside their protect ive packaging;

protective personnel clothing and proper
points where ESDS items are handled

c.
personnel handling
proficiency;

Establish and conduct training programs to ensure all
ESDS items have received the necessary training and
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d. Perform mon:t.ly audits to assure the integrity of che
ESD protected areas and ESO grounded work benches, personnel grounding
facilities, grounding of cools and test equipment and the implementation
of the handling, packaging and labeling procedures. Audits should be per-

formed with electrostatic fieldmeters to assure that the ESD materials and
equipment are maintaining their ef feet iveness;

e. Verify that all drawings and all assembly, test, inspec-
tion, packaging and handling work instructions contain ESD markings, pre-

cautions and handling procedures as appropriate;

‘,

.f. Inspecr ESDS items

g. Assure acquisition
requirements as applicable;

h. Perform audits and
ESD cent’rol programs.

8.3.4.2 Receiving inspection.

for ?roper ESD c.ar~uagb;

documentation includes ESD program

surveys of subcontractor and supplier

Procedures are as follows;

a. Be aware of all ESDS items co be delivered by venters;

b. Remove the unit package of an ESDS item from the shlppin~

\

~..z’

container. Do not open unit package. Examine the item, for proper label ing

and ESD protective packaging in accordance with the pr ~cedure or contract.
Inspect as follows: “.B“..<

\,

(1) Labeled packages - packages of !:SDS Items should be \

examined to verify conformance to che p~ecaut ionary labeling and ESD pro-
tect ive packaging requirements of che. contract;

(2) Non-ESDS marked packages - whil, the supplier is
responsible for proper marking of packages containing ESDS items, the treat-
ment of such items delivered without an ESDS marking should be governed as
follows:

(a) No ESDS marking, but in protective packaging -
the packaging should be u@rked with proper markings and these ESDS items
should be handled in accordance with the procedures of this document. The

supplier should be reminded to ensure proper marking of future shipments;

(b) No ESD marking, and no ESD protective packaging -
the ESDS item should be rejected as defect Ive and should not be accepted
if resubmitted by the supplier;

(3) Open unit packaging and perform tests of ESDS items
only in a protected area and if size permits at an ESD gxoundad work bench.
Follow the handling guidelines of 8.2;

,/,,,

(4) Repackage tested ESDS item.?, in uD protective pack-

aging material and assure proper marking on the packag]og;
‘,

(5) Place unit packages in ESO protective tote boxes or
trays for transport ing to stores.

,,
‘,,9
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8.3.4.3 2n-process inspection and test. Procedures ere es follows:

a. Observe the handling guidelines of 8.2;

b. Open unit packaging of ESDS itame nnly in protected
areas at grounded work benches;

c. After examination and test, repack8ge ZSDS assemblies in

BSD protective packaging materials and ensure proper mxrking on unit pack-
aging . Place E91S assemblies in protective tote boxes or trays for tr~s-
port ing to next work bench;

8.3.4.4 Failure analyeis laboraton. Procedures are an foll~s:

a. Determine that all ESDS items received for failure analy-
sis are properly packaged in ESD protective packagiag material. If such

item are not properly packaged, not if y the aeuder of the item to prevant
future unprotected failure analysis submittals;

b. PerfoIm failure enalyei$ of EEOS items, observing the
handling guidelines of 8.2;

c. Diract a atreem of ionieed air over the vork area unt 11
there is no apparent residual voltage as raaaaured by a static meter if
sb.unt ing bars, wrist et raps or other protective procedures cxnnot be used;

d. Replace shunt fng bars. clips or foam; repackage the ESDS
it cun in ESD protective packaging material; and ensure proper uarklng on
unit pactiging. Place unit packaging in tote boxes or traye in storage
when ESDS items or sections thereof are .to be saved for future analysis.

8.3.5

8.3.5.1

Manufacturing.

Production and factory services. Procedures are as folluws:

a. Design and construct protected areas and grounded wrk
benches;

b. Work with Quality Control to implement and maintain
product ion procedures and meaaures.

c. Investigate possible ESD related failure trends and prob-
lem areas occurring during’ production with Kaliability and Quality Control.

8.3.5.2 Material receiving area. Procedures are as follows:

a. Be awn re of al 1 EBDS items to be delivered by vendors;

b. Do not opan packages containing ESDS items. Perform
quantity counts of ESDS items to compare with contract quantities. If prO-
tect ive packaging is opaque or if counts cannot be verif led without opening
I’:SD prutect Ive. packaging, quantity counts shall be deferred co Receiving
Inspect I on.
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8. 3.5.3 Storeroom area Procedure. are as foll~w.<:

a. Transport ESDS items to and from !he srcckroorn area in
ESD protective packaging and tote boxes or trays which will protect the
ESDS items from triboelectric charges, discharges from personnel or objects ,

electrostatic fields and EMP from ESD high voltage spark discharge;

b. Do not open unit packages of ESDS items for count i ~t:-
ance or k; cting unless reatiired. When required, opening of unit packa.. ing
of ESDS items should be performed at grountied work benches observing , ?

handling guidelines of 8.2. Repackage ES’LS items in ESD protective pack-
aging, and mark packaging with the 141L- STD-129 sensitive electronic device
symbol and taut ion;

c. Ensure all packages and kits ia.sued from the stockroom
containing ESDS items are marked with the ESD sensitive symbol and pre-
caut ions;

d. Identify ESDS items on all kitting docu..~ .. ..atior.

8.3.5.4 Production, proceeding, assambly, repair and rework. ?:ocedures

are as follows:
a. Perform operations only in protected areas and where.

practicable at ESD grounded work benches;

b. Use static eliminators or ionized air blowers to direct
a stream of ionized air over the ESDS item being processed when grounding
techniques cannot be used to equalize or dissipate electrostatic charges;

c. Perform cleaning processes using conductive cleaning
fluids or solvents. Where solvents are air sprayed use ionized air;

a. Upon completion of assembling and processing of the ESDS
assembly, repackage in ESD protective packaging material and assure proper
marking. Place the ESllS assemblies in protective tote boxes or trays fOr
transporting to next work bench.

8.3. tJ System and equipment level test an: zuintenance . The fOllOw-
ing procedures also apply to testing in the field:

a. Perform testing of ESDS items only
to the extent practicable;

b. Observe handling guidelines of 8.2

(1) Perfonu diagnostics to isolate
Do not use canned coolant for fault isolation;

in ESD protected areas

and the following:

the faulty assembly.

(2) Shut off power to equipment;

attach personnel(3) PrioT to touching an ESDS item,
ground strap to wrist and connect the other end to the equipment cabinet or
chasais ground. Where personnel ground straps cannot be used touch the

grounded equipment chassis with a hand prior to removing or inserting an
ESDS item;

S6
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(4) Upcn removal of the failed ESDS item, package in

ESD protective pack%ing Mterial;

(5) Do noc prObe Or test Ems items with a test equiP-
mcnt lead unless necessary and ideally, under controlled conditions such as
with ionized air. Uhen such probing is necessary, ground the meter and
probes or test leads prior to touching the te~inals Of the ESDS it-;

(6) Ground the ESD protective package containing the
replacement ESDS item to the equipment C~ESiS priOr tO OPening to diesi-
pate sny accumulated’ charge on the package;

(7) Open package at the connectnr end if possible. Re-
move the EsDS item from the ESD protective packaging and install the item
in the equipment. Avoid touching parts, electrical terminals, and circuitry;

(8) Perform all other required maintenance actions such
as tightening of fasteners, adjustments and replacement of covers prior to
renoval of the personnel ground strap. If a grnund strap is not worn, touch
th? grounded equipment chassis prior to each action;

(9) Energize equipment and verify correct ion of fault.

8.3.7 Packaging and shipp ma. Procedures are as follnve:

‘-j ,...
a. Ensure all ESDS Items submitted for shipment have been

received In ESD protective packsglng material;

b. Remove iteme from interim packaging only at an ESD
grounded work bench, observing the handling guidelines of 8.2;

c. Package the ESDS item in ESD protective material for

shipment aa required by the contract.

9. DESIGN OF PROTECTION NE’IIWUCS

9.1 General. Various protection networks have been developed to
protect seneitive MOS. Theoe circuit protection networks provide limited
protection against ESD. Nany of the protection networks designed into FIOS
devices reduce the susceptibility to ESD to a maximum of 800 volts. MIL-M-
3E51o V-ZAP test voltages for CMOS, for example, vary from 150 to 8fI0 vOlts.
protection circuitry of some devices IS imroving and prOtecti~ tO 4,000
volts appears to be achievable for some MOS devices. However, electrostatic

potentials of tens of thousands of volts can be generated in uncOntrOlled
emrironments.

9.1.1 The protection afforded by epecific protection circuitry is
limited to a maximum voltage and a minimum pulse width. ESDS beyOnd thes@
limits can subject the part’s constituettte to damage or damage the protection

‘-’b

circuitry constituents themselves which are also often made of moderately
or marginally sensitive ESDS parts. Dsmage to the protection circuitry
constituents could result in degradat ion in part perfomnce or make the
ESLW part more Buscept ible to subsequent ESDS. The degradat ion, for example,
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could be a change in speed characteristics o ~ the ESDS part or an increase

in leakage current of the ESDS part. Multiple ESDe at voltages be} ,W the

single ESD pulse sensitivity voltage or enezgy level caz also weaker. or
cause failure of the part performance or protection circuitry constituents
resulting in degradation or failure of the ESDS part. Loss of protective

circuitry msy not be apparent after an ESD.

9.1.2 In summary, protection networks reds,. - but do not eliminate
the susceptibility of a part to ESD. This reduction in ESD sensitivity ,
however, results in a lower incidence of ESD part fallure.

9.1.3 The sensitivity af the sams type of ESDS part can vary fron
msnufactuzer to manufacturer. Similarly, the r!ealgn and the effectiveness
of protection circuitry also varies from msnuiacturer to manufacturer.

9.2 Design precautions . Various design techniques have been em-
ployed in reducing the susceptibility of parts and ~tssemblies to ESD.
Diffused resistors and limiting resistors provide some protection, but are
limited in the amount of voltage they can handle. Zeners req. ire greater
than 5 nanoseconds to switch and may not be fast enough to protec: an MOS
gate. Furthermore, zener schemes, diffused resistors and limiting resistors
reduce the performance characteristics of the part which in many instances
are the’ primary considerate ions for which that part vas designed.

9.2.1 Parts and hybrids design considerations. Some design rules

to reduce ESD sensitivity for parts and hybrids are= follows:

a. MOS protection circuitry improvement techniques are:
increasing diode size; using diodes of both polarities; adding series re-
sistors; and utilizing a distributed network effect;

b. Avoid cross -unders beneath metal leads connected to ex-
ternal pins; otherwise treat the part as electrostatic sensitive. Also ,

since cross -unders are diffused during the N+ (emitter) diffusion process,
the oxide over t!le diffusion will be thinner,, causing tt. is area to have a
lower dielectric breakdown. Deep N diffusions. rar her than N+ diffusions,
should be used for cross -unders, if a deep N diffujion step is used in the
fabrication process;

c. MOS protection circuits should be examined to see if the

layout permits the protection diodes to be defective or blown without cau-
sing the circuit to be inoperative;

d. Distance between any contact edge and the junction should
be 70 microns or greater on bipolar parts;

e. Linear IC capacitors should be paralleled by a PN junc-

tion with sufficiently lW breakdovn voltsge;

f. For bipolar parts avoid design: permitting a high trans-
ient energy density to exist in a PN junct ion depi et ion region under ESD.
Use series resistance to limit ESD current or use parallel elemsnts to divert
current from crit ic’al elsments. The addition of clamp diodes between a
vulnerable lead and one or more power supply leads can improve ESD resistance

-4.
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keeninfi critical iunctions out of reveree breakdown. If a junction cannot

kep~ ‘o~t of reverie breakdewn, physically enlarging the jun~tlon will
make it more ESD resistant by reducing the initial trcttaient energy density
in inverse proportion to Its area;

8. The protection of n tranaietor from ESD can be improved
by increasing the emitter perimeter adjacent to the base contact. This
lowers transient energy density in the critical emitter sidewall. En-
larging the emit ter diffusion area also helps in some pulse conf igurat ions;

h. As an alternative to uaimg clamping diodes, which con-
sume chip area and can cause unwanted parasitic effecce, a “phantom emitter”
transistor can be used to improve ESD resistance. The phantom transistor

incorporates a second emitter diffuaien ehorted to the baee comtact. This.
creates a deliberate separation of the base centact from the normal emitter

without interfering with normal transistor operation. The sacond emitter ~‘

providee a lover breaMown path BVC~ betwaen the buried collector and the
base contact;

i. Avoid pin layouts which put the critical ESD pathe on
corner pins which are prone tc ESD;

j. Avoid metalliz~tion cross-overb where poesible. These
croes-over areae are typically separated by thin dielectric layers. Cross-

overs often impose a number of metallurgical requirements which are freq-
uently incompatible. For ●xample, once the first metallization layer (Al)
is deposited. the circuit cannot be subsequently heated in excess of 550°C
because the eutectic point of A1-Si system is 5750C. Thus, the dielectric
layer (Si02) should be deposited by a low temperature process such as
pyrolytic deposit ion. This layer is prone to breakdovn from ESD for two
reasons:

. . . -----

(1) A low temperature growth of S102 generally is not
uniform in thickness and not free from pin holes;

(2) The dielectric layer is thin and thus the breakdovn
voltage is very low;

k. Avoid parasitic UOS capacitors whenever possible. Micro-
C< .:.its with metallization croasin8 over lW resistance active regiene,
that is, VCC over Nt isolated diffusions, are moderately sensitive to ESD.
Such constructicms include microcircuits with metal lization paths over N+
guard rings. N+ guard rings are used in the N-type epitaxial islands to
inhibit possible invernimm of the N-type semicrmductor to P-type semiconduc-
tor and ta reduce the leakage current. Since the final oxide layer over the
1?+ guard ring is relatively thin, parasitic MIX capacitors of relatively
low breakdrnm voltage are created when a metallizat ion’ path passes over this
ring. These MoS capacitor structure are ESDS ae indicated in table V;

0“ 1. Caution iB advised in the use of microcircuits and hy-
brids cor?tafning dielectrically isolated bipolar parts which are generally
Moder??t?-y sensitive to EsD. Failure occurs due to breakdoum of the thin
dielectx.. i~yers between these small geometry bipoIar parta from an ESD.
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9.2.2 Assembly desi~r. conalderatlone. Procedures are as follows:

a. Letchup in CMOS, with the exception of analog switches,
can be avoided by limiting output current. One solution is to isolate each
Output from its cable line with a reeistor end clemp the lf,IMS to VDD and
VSS with two high epeed evitchin8 diodes. The uee of long input cables
poees the possibility of noise pickup. In such canee filter networks should
be used;

b . Additional protection can be obtained for lfOS by ad .ng
external series resistore to esch input;

c. Where practicable an UC netvozk ccneist Ing of a rela-
tively large value reeistor and a capacitor of ●t least 100 pF should be
ueed for eaneitive inputs on bipolar parts to reduce effects from ESD. llOw-
ever, if circuit perfornbence dictates, two parallel diodes clamplng to a
half volt in either polarity can be uasd to shunt the m~ut to grOund.
This reduces disturbances to tbe input characteristic;

d. Leads of seneitive partr. mounted on PUSS should not be
connected directly to connector terminals without m.rice reeietance, abunta,

clempe or other protective meane. Aeeembly deeigrm containing ESDS items
ehould be reviewed for incorporation of protective circuitry;

e. Syate.ms Incorporate fng keyboarde, cent rol panels, manual
controle, or key locks should be denigned to diseipate personnel static
charges direct 1y to chaes ie grouad, bypaselng SEDS part e.

9.3 ESDS part protection networks. Menufecturers have incorpor-
ated protection circuitry on moat MOS devices (ace figure 3) . The purpose
of these protection networks is to “reduce the voltege across the gate oxide
below the dielectric breakdowm voltage without interfering with part elec-
tric.sl performance. Differences in fabrication processes, design philoso-
phies and circuitry have resultad i“ different ~ate protection networks.

10. PSRSONNEL TSAINING AND CERTIFICATION

10.1 General. Training in EED awareness should be provided co all
people who epecif y, procure, deeign, or handle EEDS items. The meet ex-
t~e ive ESD protected manuf acturtig areas end ESD protective handling pro-
cedures will not provide the protection needed if people are not properly
trained in their correct use. E8D trair,ing programa ehould be oriented to
the contractor’s facilities and the types of ESD materials and equipment that
he hsri found to be effective for hie part Icular sppl icat ion. Such people
should be trained to effectively e~loy the ESD protective msterials and
equipment provided, and to understand the t hcory behind many of the ESD pre-
cautions included in ESD hsndling procedures to effect their use. Personnel
should be traimed in grounding aaf ety precaution. ESD awareness should
also be a part of ●quipment training co”rsea prepared by contractors for
the user. Such trainin8 should include identification of E8DS item in the
equip-t, some bae ic ESD theory, ESD handling precautions, the need for,
use of and types of ESD protective packaging and the eafety espects involved
where grounding is a part of the ESD handling procedures.

----
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10.1.1 The skill level of the trainees also has a bearing on the
EBD training to be given. The depth of theory on static electricity should
depend on the trainee’s ability and need to comprehend the depth of infor-
mation provided. For example, engineers require mre theoretical training
for design of protective circuitry than stock room personnel need for
kitting ESDS items. Certification of satisfactory completion of the training
course should be documented for people who have atc!:nded and demonstrated a
comprehens~on of the elements of the training course,. Guidelines fox
tailoring ESD training courses for various types of people ?re shown ~-.
table IX for the ESIl course outline described in 10.2.

10.2 Course ot. tlinc. A comprehensive ESD training course could
include the following:

A.

B.

c,

D,

ESD control program (Reference ~[’J-STO-1686)
1. Organizat ion and responsibility
2. Program requirements
Principles of static electricity
1. Definition of static electricity
2. Causes
3. Prime electrostatic generators
L. Triboelectric generation, electrostatic fields

and ESD high voltage spark discharge induced KffP
5. Control methods

a. Grounding
b. Protective handling

ESD protective materials
:: Topical antistats
e. ESD protective equipment
f. High humidity

~. Ionized air
Electrical and electronic ESDS items
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
ESD
1.

2.

3.

Definition of ESDS items
How ESDS items are damaged or destroyed
Listing of ESDS part types and parts
EsDS part voltage sensicivi KY levels
ESD classification techniques
protective materials and equipment
EsD protective materials
a. Types such as conductive, static dissipative,

and anti-static
b. Application considerations
Formsd shapes of LSD protective materials
a. Work bench coverings or pads
b. Tote boxes, trays, vials, bags, carriers, etc.
c. Floors, floor mats
Protective personnel apparel
a. Smacks, gauntlets, gloves finger cots
b. Topical anti-static treataent of garments
c. Conductive shoes, shoe covers, heel grounders
d. Personnel ground straps such as wrist. ankle,

or leg

-.-.,,
.,/-

9
\

/---’

/
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4. Shorting bars, clips, conductive fog
5. Protect ive equip~nt

a. Grounded work bench surfaces
b. Grounded test equipmant, power tools
c. Grounded solder iron tips, solder pots,

flow solder ing equipment
d. Grounded chsirs and st~ls

e. Metallized sol.i& suckers
f. Ionizers

g. Static aLarm syscams, detectors cnd meters
E. i%oc ec ted areae and grounded wrk benches

1. Das ign and construction
2. Prohibit ions such as common plaat ica, nyn-

0

thetica, and other etatit gemeratora, personnel ..’
movcmenta to ●vvid, and clecui.,g aelutiOne to

avoid

3. Grounding
a. Techniques
b. Croundiug aefaty precautio, a

4. MonitorLog with electroacatic voltme.tera,
ohmatera and meggere

F. ESD in deaigo
1. Considerations In perte select on
2. Protective circuitry objective: eod

t achniquea

G. Failure analyeis techniques
R. Nendling precaution and procedure.
1. Packaging and ehlppi.ng of ft3D2 itama

10.3 Trainfng aida. Training aids suggester for uee in SSD
training program fnclude:

A.

B.

c.

D.

Movie: zw ! STATIC AwARENESS , No. 35407DN,

25 minutes, 16 mm and 1.9 cn video Cape
casaet t e, color and sound (availab: e from
Navy f flm librariea to government I ?raonnel) .
Samles
1. “ SBD aansitfvity symbols

a. MIL-STD-129
b. Industrial eytnbnls

2. ESD protective met eriala
3. ESD protective tools and e.quipu+nt

Electrostatic voltmeter, field mete ., ohmmeter,
magger
Other visual aid6 such as vu-graphs, d iagrame of
grounded work etations, pictures an I brochures
of ESD protective tools end equipme it, and photo-

graph of d~ged ESDS items.

11. CERTIFICATION AND MONITORING OF
WOEK B~CNBS . Certification and mcmitoring of

6fI

PROTECTi:D ~ ~ GROUNDED
SSD pro) ected areae and
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grounded work benches should cons ider the following:

a. The uee of SSD protective materiele wherever ESDS

items nocmelly come in close proximity or have direct contact such as
table tope, parts traya=, btis, cerriera, certs, tote boxes, packaging
material, clothing and work stools (ace 7. 1);

b. The incorparetion of pereomel grounding system

such ae pereonnel ground streps or alternate groun’iing eyatem con-
sist ing of protective f 100ring, grounded work stoole, and conductive
shoes (eee 7.2.6);

c. The incoroorat ion of srounding system for nro-.
cessing machtiery or the uee of ionizers-where
implemented (see 7.2.10 through 7.2.13);

d. The ability of grounding to

static volteges below the eeneitivity level of
(see 7.3);

e. Absence of prime generators

grounding canno~” be

reduce residuel electro-
SSDS items being handled

in the ESD protected

areas or near ESD protected work benches et least 1 meter sway from
ESDS it-s;

f. The grounding of power tools such as soldering

irons, solder pots and teet equipment ueed at SSD grounded work
benches (see 7.2. 10) ;

6. Availability of protective personnel apparel for

use in protected areas including conductive shciee or heel grounders
where conductive floors are used (see 7.2. 7);

h. Resistance measurements of al 1 ground with ohm-
maters or ueggers to aeeure that reaistencen are low enough to limit
residual ESD voltages end high enovgh to proteci pereonnel from nearby
voltage sources;

i. Effect ivenees of the ESD prot acted area and grounded

work benches to limit elect rootat ic voltagee to safe levels by checking
with electrostatic field or volt metere or static detectors;

~. Ef f ec c iveness of 8SD protective equipment euch as

ionizers, built-in detectors and alerma, and humidity control where
used.

12. BLBLIOCR&BY. The following Met of reference documanta

is provided for further information raleting to electrostatics and the
elomcnta of an ESD control progrem. These refercncea are listed under

the follovtig categories:
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a. General information on electrostatics or ESD cmtrol o

‘\

/

programs; /’

b. ESDS part imfomaticm such as identification of ESDS
pares, ESDS part sensitivity, failure modee, mechanisms, f allure analy-

sis techniques, ESD testing and ESD protective circuitry;

c. ESD protective materials and equipment imfonnation,
data on dealgn and construction of ESD protected araaa; and ESD pre-

cautionary methods and controls for handling and packaging of ESDS items.

12.1 Ganeral information on electrostatic am ESD control program.

a. ‘*Electrical Overstreas./Electrosta tic Discharge
Symposium Proceed ings, ” S0S-1, Reliability Analysis Center, 1979;

b. EOS/ESD Technology Abstracts, Reliability #lnalysis
Cemcer, Catalog Number TRS-3;

c. Freeman, E. R., and Baell, J. R., “Contx~? Electro-
static Discharge Damage to Semiconductors”, IEEE Proceedings, 12t!:
Annual Reliability Phyaica SymDOalum, 1974;

d. GasDard. K. R.. ‘Tlnderstandirca and Controlltix Electro-
stat ic Discharge”, Iioniyveil Avionics and Def an;e Syat ema Comvo&nt a
Camenta, No. 175, 13 Febmary, 1978;

e. Grimmet, C., “Removal of Conformal Coatimga by
Abraaiva Blasting”, GIDEP Document ‘Summary Sheet R4-F-78-01, Hughes
Aircraft Company, January 1978;

f. .Iowett, C. E., “Static Electrification Hazards in
Microelectronics product ion, ” Microelectronics and Reliability, Vol.
1974, Great Britain;

13,

s. Kirk, Jr. , W. J., Carter, L.S. and Waddel, M. L.,
“Ellminate Static Damage to Circuitry”, Electronic Design, March 29
1976;

— -

h. Lyone, D. , “Protect Your 340S for Better Reliability y“,
Quality, Uamaiiament and Engineering”, Apr 11 1973;

Xa

i. McAteer, Owen J., “Shocking Blow to Military Elec-
tronics”, Militaw Electronics/Countermeaeurers, June 1979;

1- NeYars, S., “A 7otal Approach to Electrostatic
Protection in the Products !lnvirmnmamt,” Packaging, Handling and Trans-
port s wmoeium, Def enae Preparedness Aaeoc tit ion;
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k. Moore, A. D., “Electrostatic and its Applications, ”

Sons, 1973;

1. Hykksnan, F. C., *’SSD Electrostatic Discharge Control,

Vpdat e No. 1,” Honeywell Avionics and Defense Systems components Cemmenta
No. 183% 7 Septamber 1979;

m. Rose, E., “Static can Csuae Bipolar XC Failures”,

llvaluscimn Ma imeering, May/June 1971;

n. Speekmsn, T. S,, “A Ibdel for Fai2ure of Bipolar

Silicon Integrated Circuits gubjected to Electrostatic Discharge, ”
IEEE PrOCeedirtgs, 12th Annuel Reliability Physics, 1974;

o. Trigonis, A. C., “Electrostatic Diachsrge in NlcrO-

circuits, ” IEEE Proceed inRs. Reliability and ~intainability SymrIOeium, ‘

1976;

12.2 Esos m rts 2aformcti0n.

a. Bhatti, 1. S., puller, E., and Jo., F. B., “WJB RleC-
trostat ic Protection, ” IEEE Proceedinae. 16th Annual Rdiebility Phy.sics~
1978;

b. Brown, W. O., “Semiconductor Device Dsgradstion by
High Amplitude Current Pulses, ” IEEE Tranesctione Nut. Sci. Vol. NS-19
No. 6, 6 Decmnber 1972;

c. Cellace, L.J. and Pujol, H. L., “The Evaluation of
CNOS Stat ic-Chsrge Protect ion Net-rb and Failure Nschanisms Asaoc Iated
with Overstress Conditions aa Related to Oavice Life, ” IESE Proceedings,
Reliability Phvsics SvmDOSi~, 1977;

d. Cellace, L. J., and Pujol, H. L., “Raltibility of CNOS
Integrated Circuits”, Cemputar MsRazime, October 197S;

e. NickameZl, F.S. ,and Crawford, J. J., “Voltasa Brak-
down Charact erist ica of Close Spaced Aluminum Arc Csp Structure on
Oxidized Silicon, IEEE 15th’ Annuel Reliability Physics Prmceediruia,
1977 ;

f. Hickernell, P. S., Klein, R. S.; and Uare, u. R.,
Arc Csp Input for CNOS LSI Circuitry”, Proceedings of the 1976 CONAC
Conference. November, 1976;

Hickemell, F. S., “DC Voltage Effects on SAW Device
Interdigital El~~trodes”, IEEE Proceedings of the 15th Annual Reliability
Physics, 1977;
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h. Himmel, R. P., “The Effect of Static Electricity on
Thick Film Easistors”, Insulat ion/Circuics Nagazi.ne, September 1972;

‘9—.%
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